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Abstract

Contemporary power grids are being challenged by unprecedented levels of voltage fluctu-

ations, due to large-scale deployment of electric vehicles (EVs), demand-response programs,

and renewable generation. Nonetheless, with proper coordination, EVs and responsive demands

can be controlled to enhance grid efficiency and reliability by leveraging advances in power

electronics, metering, and communication modules. In this context, the present thesis pioneers

algorithmic innovations targeting timely opportunities emerging with future power systems in

terms of learning, load control, and microgrid management. Our vision is twofold: advancing

algorithms and their performance analysis, while contributing foundational developments to

guarantee situational awareness, efficiency, and scalability of forthcoming smart power grids.

The first thrust to this end deals with real-time power grid monitoring that comprises power

system state estimation (PSSE), state forecasting, and topology identification modules. Due to

the intrinsic nonconvexity of the PSSE task, optimal PSSE approaches have been either sensitive

to initialization or computationally expensive. To bypass these hurdles, this thesis advocates deep

neural networks (DNNs) for real-time PSSE. By unrolling an iterative physics-based prox-linear

PSSE solver, a novel model-specific DNN with affordable training and minimal tuning effort

is developed. To further enable system awareness even ahead of the time horizon, as well as to

endow the DNN-based estimator with resilience, deep recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are

also pursued for state forecasting. Deep RNNs leverage the long-term nonlinear dependencies

present in the historical voltage time series to enable forecasting, and they are easy to implement.

Finally, multi-kernel learning based partial correlations accounting for nonlinear dependencies

between given nodal measurements are leveraged to unveil connectivity of power grids.

The second thrust leverages the obtained state and topology information to design optimal

load control and microgrid management schemes. With regards to EV load control, a decentral-

ized protocol relying on the Frank-Wolfe algorithm is put forth to manage the heterogeneous

charging loads. The novel paradigm has minimal computational requirements, and is resilient to

lost updates. When higher levels of EV load exceed prescribed voltage limits, the underlying

grid needs to be taken into account. In this context, communication-free local reactive power

control and optimal decentralized energy management schemes, are developed based on the

proximal gradient method and the alternating direction method of multipliers, respectively.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Recognized as the most significant engineering achievement of the twentieth century [120],

the North American power grid is a complex cyber-physical system with transmission and

distribution infrastructure delivering electricity from generators to consumers. Contemporary

power grids are facing major challenges related to unprecedented levels of load peaks and voltage

fluctuations, with the growing deployment of EVs and distributed renewable generators. The

market share of EVs kept increasing over the past years, and achieved a record share of 1.13% in

2017. In total, over one million highway legal EVs were sold in the United States from February

2008 to September 2018 [116]. Growing at annual rates of 10–60% from 2004, renewable

energy consumption already occupied 19.3% of the total energy consumption of the world in

2017 [117].

Coping with the challenges brought by the massive integration of EVs and renewable gener-

ators, the US Department of Energy envisions modernizing the grid into an intelligent energy

system through the deployment of advanced power electronics, as well as communication and

metering infrastructure [103]. The overwhelming consensus is that in order to truly transform

power networks into reliable and sustainable infrastructures, innovative paradigms in the afore-

mentioned technologies must be coupled with advances in power grid learning, monitoring, and

management [44]. As a result, developing scalable and robust algorithms for grid state and

topology inference, as well as for allocating resources is of paramount importance [44, 103].

With reference to Fig. 1.1, the present thesis is centered on developing scalable computational

methods to markedly enhance monitoring (Chapters 2 and 3), as well as energy management

(Chapters 4 and 5) for future smart power grids. The motivation, context, and the contributions

1
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Figure 1.1: Cyber-enabled smart grids.

of this thesis are delineated in the ensuing sections.

1.1 Machine Learning for Power Grid Monitoring

Power grid monitoring offers situational awareness by providing estimation of system states

and line connections [44]. In this section, typical grid monitoring tasks encompassing state

estimation and topology identification are highlighted, along with their challenges. Subsequently,

our real-time, accurate, and robust grid monitoring schemes building on the state-of-the-art

machine learning techniques, are outlined.

1.1.1 Deep Learning for State Estimation and Forecasting

The supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system periodically collects various types

of measurements from buses and lines across the grid; see Fig. 1.2. Given SCADA measurements

along with the associated grid parameters, PSSE aims to retrieve the unknown system state,

that is, the complex voltages at all buses [64]. Commonly used state estimators include the

weighted least-squares (WLS) and least-absolute-value (LAV) ones, which are derived based on

the (weighted) `1- or `2-loss criteria. To tackle the resultant nonconvex optimization, various

solvers have been proposed; see e.g. [118, 64, 27, 109, 107]. However, those optimization-

oriented PSSE schemes either require many iterations or are computationally intensive, and they
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Figure 1.2: SCADA measurement system.

are further challenged by growing dynamics and system size. These considerations motivate

innovative approaches for real-time large-scale PSSE.

Toward that end, PSSE using plain feed-forward neural networks (FNNs) has been studied

in [7, 123]. Once trained off-line using historical data and/or simulated samples, FNNs can be

implemented for real-time PSSE, as the inference entails only a few matrix-vector multiplications.

Related approaches using FNNs that ‘learn-to-optimize’ emerge in wireless communications

[100], [92], and outage detection [137]. Unfortunately, past ‘plain-vanilla’ FNN-based schemes

not only suffer from ‘vanishing’ or ‘exploding’ gradients for deep nets, but are also model-

agnostic, in the sense that they ignore the underlying physics of power grids, therefore lacking

physical interpretation and yielding suboptimal performance. To devise NNs in a disciplined

manner, recent proposals in computer vision [47, 121] construct deep (D) NNs by unfolding

iterative solvers tailored to model-based optimization problems.

In this thesis, we pursue a hybrid approach that combines data with basic physical constraints,

to develop model-specific DNNs for PSSE. On the other hand, PSSE by itself is insufficient for

fully monitoring the system since it does not account for variations in the states (namely, system

dynamics) [64]. In addition, PSSE works (well) only if there are enough measurements achieving

system observability, and the grid topology along with the link parameters are precisely known.

To address these challenges, power system state forecasting to aid PSSE [30, 111, 136, 90] is

well motivated.

Power system state forecasting has so far been pursued via (extended) Kalman filtering
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and moving horizon approaches in e.g., [26, 73, 48], and also through first-order vector auto-

regressive (VAR) modeling [49]. Nonetheless, all the aforementioned state predictors, assume

linear dynamics; yet in practice, the dependence of the current state on previous (estimated)

one(s) is nonlinear and cannot be accurately characterized. To render nonlinear estimators

tractable, FNN-based state prediction has been advocated with the transition mapping modeled

by a single-hidden-layer FNN [30, 31]. Unfortunately, the number of FNN parameters grows

linearly with the length of the input sequences, discouraging FNNs from capturing long-term

dependencies in voltage time series.

Chapter 2 of the present thesis contributes towards real-time and accurate monitoring of

the smart power grids in two directions. First, we advocate model-specific DNNs for PSSE, by

unrolling a recently proposed prox-linear SE solver [106]. Toward this goal, we first develop

a reduced-complexity prox-linear solver. Subsequently, we demonstrate how the unrolled

prox-linear solver lends itself to building blocks (layers) in contemporary DNNs. In contrast

to ‘plain-vanilla’ FNNs, our novel prox-linear nets require minimal tuning efforts, and come

naturally with ‘skip-connections,’ a critical element in modern successful DNN architectures (see

[51]) that enables efficient training. Moreover, to enhance system observability as well as enable

system awareness ahead of time, we introduce power system state forecasting via deep recurrent

NNs (RNNs). Deep RNNs enjoy a fixed number of parameters even with variable-length input

sequences, and they are able to capture complex nonlinear dependencies present in time series.

Finally, we present numerical tests using real load data on the IEEE 57- and 118-bus benchmark

systems to corroborate the merits of the developed deep prox-linear nets and RNNs relative to

existing alternatives. The material of Chapter 2 draws from [131, 132, 133].

1.1.2 Multi-kernel Learning for Topology Identification

The aforementioned state estimation along with a number of additional tasks involved in the

power network operation require full awareness of the grid topology [44, 125]. Nonetheless,

power grids are regularly reconfigured due to faults on power lines, or due to changes induced to

minimize losses. These reasons lead to situations where the current grid topology is unknown [44,

4, 64]. In this context, we consider learning grid topologies based on nodal observations.

Recent advances in machine learning and signal processing have introduced new tools for

grid topology identification [45]. Leveraging the inherent sparsity of grid connectivity, locational

marginal prices are used to identify transmission grid topology [63]. Adopting a linearized power
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flow model, the grid topology is recovered by factorizing a data matrix of spatio-temporal power

injections [75]. The microgrid structure is identified leveraging time delays of communication

signals in [32]. Relying on the second-order moments of nodal observations, a systematic

learning approach for radial grids is advocated in [28]. The task of grid topology tracking

in the presence of switching actions and topology transitions has been also addressed with

synchrophsors [19]. These approaches assume information such as communication delays, line

quantities, or synchrophasor readings, which are not available in most distribution grids. The

linear partial correlation (PC) method as well as its concentration matrix-based variants have

also been advocated for power grid topology identification [12, 29]. Unfortunately, the recovery

performance is suboptimal especially for meshed (loopy) networks because the nodal voltages

collected are typically correlated, and voltage angles/magnitudes are nonlinearly dependent in

practice. Although the nonlinear relationships between voltages are well acknowledged, grid

topology learning that accounts for nonlinear dependencies has not been investigated yet.

To better capture nonlinear dependencies, we advocate multi-kernel based PCs (MKPCs)

for grid (loopy or radial) topology identification in Chapter 3. Instead of adopting the `2-

regularization for MKPC [60], which is computationally easy to deal with, this contribution

first formulates the more challenging task of `p-norm based MKPC. Our generalized nonlinear

model is expected to offer improved estimators by exploiting the flexibility in determining the

combination of kernels. For example, when p = 1, only a few kernels from the user-specified

dictionary of kernels can be combined to form the nonlinear estimator. This combination

boosts the overall performance of MKPC-based topology learning. Furthermore, an efficient

implementaion based on the recently revived Frank-Wolfe algorithm [58] is developed for the

`p-norm regularized MKPC. Besides guaranteed convergence to a global solution, it also features

simple closed-form updates. At last, power grid topology identification using `p-norm regularized

MKPCs is highlighted. The results of Chapter 3 have been reported in [130, 129].

1.2 Decentralized Energy Management Schemes

Leveraging our learning-based monitoring modalities established in Chapters 2 and 3, the next-

generation power grid will be managed with markedly improved security and efficiency. Turning

attention to resource allocation, Chapters 4 and 5 develop scalable energy management schemes

for smart microgrids.
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1.2.1 Electric Vehicle Charging Coordination

Electric vehicles have received considerable attention from the automotive industry and the gov-

ernment due to their capacity to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and mitigate oil dependency.

However, the overall load profile will be greatly affected by the increasing numbers of EVs.

Uncoordinated charging of even 10% penetration of EV loads will notably affect power system

operation, giving rise to considerable voltage magnitude fluctuations and unacceptable load

peaks [86]. On the other hand, with proper coordination, the sheer volume of EV loads can be

controlled to minimize charging costs or perform valley-filling tasks relying on advanced power

electronics. To cater scalability to EV fleets and enhance user privacy, decentralized charging

control strategies are highly desirable.

Decentralized charging protocols based on congestion pricing schemes similar to those used

by Internet Protocol networks can be found in [33]. However, their optimality is not guaranteed.

An ad hoc multi-agent based EV charging scheme is devised in [61]. Presuming identical energy

requests and plug-in/-out times for all vehicles, a game-theoretic charging scheme attaining Nash

equilibrium has been also developed [78]. Iterative schemes based on Lagrangian relaxation

are suggested in [42], [95], while [87] builds on the alternating direction method of multipliers

(ADMM). A feasible valley-filling charging profile has been proved optimal for any convex

cost in [41], where a decentralized protocol based on projected gradient descent is also reported.

The spatial coupling of EV charging decisions due to transformer capacity limits is tackled in

[77] via a combination of the ADMM and projected gradient descent solvers. Unfortunately,

existing optimal charging methods either suffer from slow convergence [42, 95], or they are

computationally demanding for EV controllers [41, 87, 77], which hampers their deployment.

The main contribution of Chapter 4 in EV charging coordination is two-fold. First, a

decentralized charging protocol is developed based on the Frank-Wolfe method. The devised

scheme enjoys fast convergence, especially during the first few iterations. Its closed-form

updates pose minimal computational requirements for the vehicle controllers, and the overall

computational time is significantly reduced. In particular, our numerical tests demonstrate a

100-times speed-up advantage over existing alternatives. Second, to cope with cyber failures in

the communication link between the aggregator and the vehicle controllers, an asynchronous

charging scheme is devised based on the randomized-block Frank-Wolfe algorithm. Using our

judiciously designed step-size sequences, the asynchronous scheme is shown to converge in the

mean at sublinear rates. The results of Chapter 4 are included in [127, 135, 128].
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1.2.2 Energy Management under Network Constraints

The EV management schemes of Chapter 4 apply to scenarios where power demands can

be transparently supported by the underlying microgrids. Such a scenario arises when the

penetration of EVs and renewable sources is relatively low, and is not expected to incur voltage

violations. However, as EVs and renewable generators scale up, network-related constraints

such as voltage regulation must be enforced by the utility to ensure secure operation of the

microgrids. Utility-owned equipment conventionally employed for voltage regulation, such as

tap-changing transformers and shunt capacitors, cannot react promptly and efficiently enough to

deal with frequent voltage violations caused by renewable generation and EVs [3, 18]. Hence,

avoiding under-/over-voltage conditions motivates well advanced reactive power management

solutions. To that end, the power electronics of photovoltaic (PV) inverters, EV chargers, and

storage devices offer a fast-responding alternative [89, 102]. Catering to the potential lack

of communication infrastructure, and the scalability of distributed reactive power resources,

local plug-and-play reactive power control schemes for voltage regulation, i.e., maintaining bus

voltage magnitudes within proper ranges, are highly desirable.

Given that voltage magnitudes depend on grid-wide reactive injections, guaranteeing voltage

regulation constraints may be hard to accomplish via purely localized algorithms. In such setups,

reactive power management is usually relaxed to penalizing voltage magnitude deviations from a

desired value and neglecting power losses. Reactive power injections are adjusted proportionally

to the local voltage violations in [88]; see also [124] for sufficient conditions guaranteeing its

convergence. A similar local control strategy has been shown to minimize a modified voltage

regulation cost in [36], while [35] proposes a subgradient-based algorithm. A control rule

adjusting the inverter voltage output according to the reactive power flow is reported in [43]. The

local control rules proposed in [74] maintain voltage magnitudes within the desired range under

the presumption of unlimited reactive power support. Most existing works build on a simplified

single-phase grid model. Due to untransposed distribution lines and unbalanced loads though,

the equivalent single-phase distribution network may not exist.

In the first part of Chapter 5, we develop local reactive power control schemes for both

single- and multi-phase microgrids. Our contribution is on three fronts. First, we provide

a unified matrix-vector notation for approximate yet quite accurate multi-phase grid models.

Second, localized reactive power control schemes with superior convergence properties are

devised based on proximal gradient methods. Third, using a linear approximation for unbalanced
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multi-phase grids, we reveal an interesting inter-phase coupling pattern across buses. Recall that

in single-phase grids, increasing the reactive power injection at any bus raises the nodal voltage

magnitudes throughout the grid. In multi-phase grids however, injecting more reactive power

into a bus of one phase could result in decreasing voltage magnitudes for the preceding in the

positive-sequence ordering phase. It is subsequently shown that in unbalanced scenarios, our

reactive power control rule converges to an equilibrium point.

The aforementioned local reactive power control schemes are well suited for microgrids

with limited communication capabilities. However, due to lack of information exchange, these

local schemes suffer from degraded performance, especially when reactive power resources

are limited [66, 138]. Supposing that the communication infrastructure is available in micro-

grids, various optimal network-constrained energy management schemes have been proposed.

Managing microgrids in a centralized fashion is not only computationally challenging, but can

also infringe user privacy. Prompted by these considerations, the focus here is on the design

of optimal decentralized microgrid energy management schemes that comply with the voltage

constraints of the microgrids, as well as the physical limitations of adjustable loads.

Without considering load control, decentralized microgrid management schemes based on

ADMM [24, 85], and dual decomposition [22] have been developed; see [79] for a survey. Broad-

ening the aforementioned approaches to encompass control of temporally coupled loads, e.g.,

EVs, is non-trivial due to the elaborate time-coupling constraints they introduce. Joint generation

and EV dispatch under distribution grid limitations has also been considered. Centralized multi-

period scheduling schemes are studied under different linear models for multi-phase networks

in [25] and [37]. The objective function is confined to be linear, and the optimal solution is

found using generic commercial solvers without exploiting the problem structure. A method for

heuristically checking network constraint violations after vehicles and distributed generation

have been scheduled is reported in [9]. Presuming at most one EV per bus, management under

balanced network constraints has been tackled using a water-filling algorithm [20]. Nevertheless,

the aforementioned protocols can not be implemented in a decentralized fashion, which hampers

their applicability to sizable power networks or large-scale EV fleets. Based on dual decom-

position, a distributed energy management strategy for microgrids has been proposed in [97].

However, the problem formulation therein does not account for the total charging requirements

of EVs. In addition, the devised scheme requires all local controllers to communicate with the

central scheduler per iteration.
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The second part of Chapter 5 deals with optimal microgrid energy management accounting

for both distributed generation (DG) units and adjustable EV loads. Our contribution is two-fold.

First, building on our approximate grid model, multi-period microgrid energy management

that incorporates critical constraints related to voltage limits and feeder transformer capacity is

formulated as a convex quadratic program. Second, a decentralized algorithm is developed based

on ADMM that critically decouples coordination across buses. To cater scalability to EV fleets,

the resulting subproblem of charging vehicles connected to the same bus and phase is tackled

using the Frank-Wolfe-based charging schemes devised in Chapter 4.

The material of Chapter 5 has been reported in [128, 66].

1.3 Notational Conventions

In the subsequent chapters, the following notation will be used throughout. Lower- (upper-) case

boldface letters denote column vectors (matrices), with the exception of line power flow vectors

(P,Q) that are traditionally represented with upper case boldface fonts. Calligraphic symbols

are reserved for sets. Symbol > stands for transposition. Vectors 0 and 1 are the all-zeros and

all-ones canonical vectors, respectively. Symbol ‖x‖2 denotes the `2-norm of vector x, while

λi(X) stands for the i-th largest eigenvalue of matrix X. Operator diag(x) defines a diagonal

matrix having x on its diagonal, whereas diag(X) is the vector formed by the main diagonal of

X. Operator bdiag({Xn}) defines a block diagonal matrix with Xns denoting its block entries.

Operators Re(z) and Im(z) return the real and imaginary part of complex number z. A matrix

with non-negative entries is denoted by X ≥ 0, while X � 0 indicates a symmetric positive

semidefinite matrix.



Chapter 2

Real-time Power System State
Estimation and Forecasting

Section 2.1 outlines the basics of PSSE. Section 2.2 introduces our novel reduced-complexity

prox-linear solver for PSSE, and advocates the prox-linear net. Section 2.3 deals with deep RNN

for state forecasting, as well as shows how state forecasting can aid in turn DNN-based PSSE.

Simulated tests are presented in Section 2.4.

2.1 Least-absolute-value Estimation

Consider a power network consisting of N buses that can be modeled as a graph G := {N ,L},
where N := {1, 2, . . . , N} comprises all buses, and L := {(n, n′)} ∈ N × N collects all

lines. For each bus n ∈ N , let Vn := vrn + jvin denote its corresponding complex voltage,

and Pn (Qn) denote the active (reactive) power injection. For each line (n, n′) ∈ L, let

P fnn′ (Qfnn′) denote the active (reactive) power flow seen at the ‘forwarding’ end, and P tnn′

(Qtnn′) denote the active (reactive) power flow at the ‘terminal’ end. To perform power system

state estimation or forecasting, suppose Mt system variables are measured at time t. For a

compact representation, let zt := [{|Vn,t|2}n∈N ot , {Pn,t}n∈N ot , {Qn,t}n∈N ot , {P
f
nn′,t}(n,n′)∈Eot ,

{Qfnn′,t}(n,n′)∈Eot , {P
t
nn′,t}(n,n′)∈Eot , {Q

t
nn′,t}(n,n′)∈Eot ]> be the data vector that collects all mea-

sured quantities at time t, where sets N o
t and Eot signify the locations where the corresponding

nodal and line quantities are measured.

Per time slot t, PSSE aims to recover the system state vector vt := [vr1, v
i
1, . . . , v

r
N , v

i
N ]> ∈

10
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R2N (expanded in the rectangular coordinates) from generally noisy data zt. For brevity, the

subscript t of zt and vt will be omitted when discussing PSSE in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. Concretely,

the PSSE task can be posed as follows.

Given M measurements {zm}Mm=1 and the corresponding matrices {Hm ∈ R2N×2N}Mm=1

obeying the physical model

zm = v>Hmv + εm, ∀m = 1, . . . ,M (2.1)

our goal is to recover v ∈ R2N , where {εm} account for the measurement noise and modeling

inaccuracies.

Adopting the LAV error criterion that is known to be robust to outliers, the ensuing LAV

estimate is sought (see e.g., [118])

v̂ := arg min
v∈R2N

1

M

M∑
m=1

∣∣∣zm − v>Hmv
∣∣∣ (2.2)

for which various solvers have been developed [2, 57, 64]. In particular, the recent prox-linear

solver developed in [106] has well documented merits, including provably fast (locally quadratic)

convergence, as well as efficiency in coping with the non-smoothness and nonconvexity in (2.2).

Specifically, the prox-linear solver starts with some initial vector v0, and iteratively minimizes

the regularized and ‘locally linearized’ (relaxed) cost in (2.2), to obtain iteratively (see also [16])

vi+1 = arg min
v∈R2N

‖z− Ji(2v − vi)‖1 +
M

2µi
‖v − vi‖22 (2.3)

where i ∈ N is the iteration index, Ji := [v>i Hm]1≤m≤M is an M ×N matrix whose m-th row

is v>i Hm, and {µi > 0} is a pre-selected step-size sequence.

It is clear that the per-iteration subproblem (2.3) is a convex quadratic program, which can be

solved by means of standard convex programming methods. One possible iterative solver of (2.3)

is based on the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM). Such an ADMM-based

inner loop turns out to entail 2M+2N auxiliary variables, thus requiring the update of 2M+4N

variables per iteration [106].

Aiming at a reduced-complexity solver, in the next section we will first recast (2.3) in a

Lasso-type form, and subsequently unroll the resultant double-loop prox-linear iterations (2.3)
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Figure 2.1: Prox-linear net with K = 3 blocks.

Figure 2.2: Plain-vanilla FNN which has the same per-layer number of hidden units as the
prox-linear net.

that constitute the key blocks of our DNN-based PSSE solver.

2.2 The Prox-linear Net

In this section, we will develop a DNN-based scheme to approximate the solution of (2.2)

by unrolling the double-loop prox-linear iterations. Upon defining the vector variable ui :=

Ji(2v − vi)− z, and plugging ui into (2.3), we arrive at

u∗i = arg min
ui∈RM

‖ui‖1 +
M

4µi
‖Bi(ui + z)− vi‖22 (2.4)

where Bi ∈ R2N×M denotes the pseudo inverse of Ji that satisfies BiJi = I2N×2N . The pseudo

inverse Bi exists because PSSE requires M ≥ 2N to guarantee system observability.

Once the inner optimum variable u∗i is found, the next outer-loop iterate vi+1 can be readily

obtained as

vi+1 = [Bi(u
∗
i + z) + vi]/2 (2.5)

following the definition of ui. Interestingly, (2.4) now reduces to a Lasso problem [83], for

which various celebrated solvers have been put forward, including e.g., the iterative shrinkage

and thresholding algorithm (ISTA) [83].

Specifically, with k denoting the iteration index of the inner-loop, the ISTA for (2.4) proceeds
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across iterations k = 0, 1, . . . along the following recursion

uk+1
i = Sη

(
uki −

ηM

2µi
B>i

[
Bi

(
uki + z

)
− vi

])
(2.6)

= Sη
(
Wk

i u
k
i + Aiz + bki

)
where η > 0 is a fixed step size with coefficients

Wk
i := I− ηM

2µi
B>i Bi, ∀k ∈ N (2.7a)

Ai := −ηM
2µi

B>i Bi (2.7b)

bki :=
ηM

2µi
B>i vi, ∀k ∈ N (2.7c)

and Sη(·) is the so-termed soft thresholding operator

Sη(x) :=


x− η, x > η

0, − η ≤ x ≤ η
x+ η, x < −η

(2.8)

understood entry-wise when applied to a vector. With regards to initialization, one can set

u0
0 = 0 without loss of generality, and u0

i = u∗i−1 for i ≥ 1.

Algorithm 1 Reduced-complexity prox-linear solver.

Input: Data {(zm,Hm)}Mm=1, step sizes {µi}, η, and initialization v0 = 1, u0
0 = 0

1: for i = 0, 1, . . . , I do
2: Evaluate Wk

i , Ai, and bki according to (2.7)
3: Initialize u0

i

4: for k = 0, 1, . . . ,K do
5: Update uk+1

i using (2.6)
6: end for
7: Update vi+1 using (2.5)
8: end for

The new prox-linear PSSE solver with reduced-complexity is summarized in Algorithm 1.

With appropriate step sizes {µi} and η, the sequence {vi} generated by Algorithm 1 converges

to a stationary point of (2.2) [106]. In practice, Algorithm 1 often requires a large number K of
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inner iterations to approximate the solution of (2.4). Furthermore, the pseudo-inverse Bi has to

be computed per outer-loop iteration. These challenges can limit its use in large-scale as well as

in real-time applications.

Instead of solving the optimization problem with a (large) number of iterations, recent

proposals [47, 121] advocated trainable DNNs constructed by unfolding those iterations, to

obtain data-driven solutions. As demonstrated in [47, 114, 121], properly trained unrolled DNNs

can achieve competitive performance even with a small number of layers. In the following, we

will elaborate on how to unroll our Algorithm 1 to construct DNNs for high-performance PSSE.

Consider first unrolling the outer loop (2.3) up to, say the (I + 1)-st iteration to obtain vI+1.

Leveraging the recursion (2.6), each inner loop iteration i refines the initialization u0
i = uKi−1 to

yield after K inner iterations uKi . Such an unrolling leads to a K(I + 1)-layer structured DNN.

Suppose that the sequence {vi}I+1
i=0 has converged, which means ‖vI − vI+1‖ ≤ ε for some

ε > 0. It can then be deduced that vI+1 = Bu
Iu
∗
I + Bz

Iz with Bu
I := BI and Bz

I := BI .

Our novel DNN architecture, that builds on the physics-based Algorithm 1, is thus a hybrid

combining plain-vanilla FNNs with the conventional iterative solver such as Algorithm 1. We will

henceforth term it ‘prox-linear net.’ For illustration, the prox-linear net with K = 3 is depicted

in Fig. 2.1. The first inner loop i = 0 is highlighted in a dashed box, where u1
0 = Sη(A0z + b0)

because u0
0 = 0. As with [47, 114, 121], our prox-linear net can be treated as a trainable regressor

that predicts v from data z, where the coefficients {bki }
1≤k≤3
0≤i≤I , {Ai}Ii=0, {Wk

i }
1≤k≤3
0≤i≤I , Bu

I , and

Bz
I are typically untied to enhance approximation capability and learning flexibility. Given

historical and/or simulated measurement-voltage training pairs {(zs,vs)}, these coefficients can

be learned end-to-end using backpropagation [91], possibly employing the Huber loss [54] to

endow the state estimates with resilience to outliers.

Relative to the conventional FNN in Fig. 2.2, our proposed prox-linear net features: i) ‘skip-

connections’ (the bluish lines in Fig. 2.1) that directly connect the input z to intermediate/output

layers, and ii) a fixed number (M in this case) of hidden neurons per layer. It has been shown both

analytically and empirically that these skip-connections help avoid the so-termed ‘vanishing’ and

‘exploding’ gradient issues, therefore enabling successful and efficient training of DNNs [51, 52].

The ‘skip-connections’ is also a key enabler of the universal approximation capability of DNNs

with a fixed number of hidden-neurons per-layer [76].

The only hyper-parameters that must be tuned in our prox-linear net are I , K, and η, which

are also tuning parameters required by the iterative optimization solver in Algorithm 1. It is also
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Figure 2.3: Deep prox-linear net based real-time PSSE.

worth pointing out that other than the soft-thresholding nonlinearity (a.k.a. activation function)

used in Figs. 2.1 and 2.2, alternative functions such as the rectified linear unit (ReLU) can be

applied as well [47]. We have observed in our simulated tests that the prox-linear net with

soft thresholding operators or ReLUs yield similar performance. To understand how different

network architectures affect the performance, ReLU activation functions are used by default

unless otherwise stated.

The flow chart demonstrating the prox-linear net for real-time PSSE is depicted in Fig. 2.3,

where the real-time inference stage is described in the left rounded rectangular box, while the

off-line training stage is on the left. Thanks to the wedding of the physics in (2.1) with our DNN

architecture design, the extensive numerical tests in Section 2.4 will confirm an impressive boost

in performance of our prox-linear nets relative to competing FNN and Gauss-Newton based

PSSE approaches.

2.3 Deep RNNs for State Forecasting

Per time slot t, the PSSE scheme we developed in Section 2.2 estimates the state vector vt ∈ R2N

upon receiving measurements zt. Nevertheless, its performance is challenged when there are

missing entries in zt, which is indeed common in a SCADA system due for example to meter

and/or communication failures [64]. To enhance our novel PSSE scheme and obtain system

awareness even ahead of time, we are prompted to pursue power system state forecasting, which

for a single step amounts to predicting the next state vt+1 at time slot t+ 1 from the available

time-series {vτ}tτ=0 [30]. Analytically, the estimation and prediction steps are as follows

vt+1 = φ(vt,vt−1,vt−2, . . . ,vt−r+1) + ξt (2.9)
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Figure 2.4: An unfolded deep RNN with no outputs.

zt+1 = ht+1(vt+1) + εt+1 (2.10)

where {ξt, εt+1} account for modeling inaccuracies; the tunable parameter r ≥ 1 represents the

number of lagged (present included) states used to predict vt+1; and the unknown (nonlinear)

function φ captures the state transition, while ht+1(·) is the measurement function that sum-

marizes equations in (2.1) at time slot t+ 1. To perform state forecasting, function φ must be

estimated or approximated – a task that we will accomplish using RNN modeling, as we present

next.

RNNs are NN models designed to learn from correlated time series data. Relative to FNNs,

RNNs are not only scalable to long-memory inputs (regressors) that entail sequences of large

r, but are also capable of processing input sequences of variable length [46]. Given the input

sequence {vτ}tτ=t−r+1, and an initial state st−r, an RNN finds the hidden state1 vector sequence

{sτ}tτ=t−r+1 by repeating

sτ = f(R0vτ + Rsssτ−1 + r0) (2.11)

where f(·) is a nonlinear activation function (e.g., a ReLU or sigmoid unit), understood entry-

wise when applied to a vector, whereas the coefficient matrices R0, Rss, and the vector r0

contain time-invariant weights.

Deep RNNs are RNNs of multiple (≥ 3) processing layers, which can learn compact
1Hidden state is an auxiliary set of vector variables not to be confused with the power system state v consisting of

the nodal voltages as in (2.1).
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representations of time series through hierarchical nonlinear transformations. The state-of-

the-art in numerous sequence processing applications, including music prediction and machine

translation [46], has been significantly improved with deep RNN models. By stacking up multiple

recurrent hidden layers (cf. (2.11)) one on top of another, deep RNNs can be constructed as

follows [84]

slτ = f
(
Rl−1sl−1

τ + Rss,lslτ−1 + rl−1
)
, l ≥ 1 (2.12)

where l is the layer index, slτ denotes the hidden state of the l-th layer at slot τ having s0
τ := vτ ,

and {Rl,Rss,l, rl} collect all unknown weights. Fig. 2.4 (left) depicts the computational graph

representing (2.12) for l = 2, with the bias vectors rl = 0, ∀l for simplicity in depiction, and the

black squares standing for single-step delay units. Unfolding the graph by breaking the loops

and connecting the arrows to corresponding units of the next time slot, leads to a deep RNN in

Fig. 2.4 (right), whose rows represent layers, and columns denote time slots.

The RNN output can come in various forms, including one output per time step, or, one

output after several steps. The latter matches the rth-order nonlinear regression in (2.9) when

approximating φ with a deep RNN. Concretely, the output of our deep RNN is given by

v̌t+1 = Routslt + rout (2.13)

where v̌t+1 is the forecast of vt+1 at time t, and (Rout, rout) contain weights of the output

layer. Given historical voltage time series, the weights (Rout, rout) and {Rl,Rss,l, rl} can be

learned end-to-end using backpropagation [46]. Invoking RNNs for state-space models, the

class of nonlinear predictors discussed in [30] is considerably broadened here to have memory.

As will be demonstrated through extensive numerical tests, the forecasting performance can be

significantly improved through the use of deep RNNs. Although the focus here is on one-step

state forecasting, it is worth stressing that our proposed approaches with minor modifications,

can be generalized to predict the system states multiple steps ahead.

So far, we have elaborated on how RNNs enable flexible nonlinear predictors for power

system state forecasting. To predict v̌t+1 at time slot t, the RNN in (2.12) requires ground-truth

voltages {vτ}tτ=t−r+1 (cf. (2.9)), which however, may not be available in practice. Instead

we can use the estimated ones {v̂τ}tτ=t−r+1 provided by our prox-linear net-based estimator

in Section 2.2. In turn, the forecast v̌t+1 can be employed as a prior to aid PSSE at time slot

t+ 1, by providing the so-termed virtual measurements žt+1 := ht+1(v̌t+1) that can be readily
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Figure 2.5: DNN-based real-time power system monitoring.

accounted for in (2.2). For example, when there are missing entries in zt+1, the obtained žt+1

can be used to improve the PSSE performance by imputing the missing values.

Figure 2.5 depicts the flow chart of the overall real-time power system monitoring scheme,

consisting of deep prox-linear net-based PSSE and deep RNN-based state forecasting modules,

that are implemented at time t and t + 1. Our novel scheme is reminiscent of the predictor-

corrector-type estimators emerging with dynamic state estimation problems using Kalman

filters [136, 64]. Although beyond the scope of the present thesis, it is worth remarking that the

residuals zt+1 − ht+1(v̂t+1) along with zt+1 − žt+1 can be used to unveil erroneous data, as

well as changes in the grid topology and the link parameters; see [30] for an overview.

2.4 Numerical Tests

Performance of our deep prox-linear net based PSSE, and deep RNN based state forecasting

methods was evaluated using the IEEE 57- and 118-bus benchmark systems. Real load data from

the 2012 Global Energy Forecasting Competition (GEFC)2 were used to generate the training and

testing datasets, where the load series were subsampled for size reduction by a factor of 5 (2) for

the IEEE 57-bus (118-bus) system. Subsequently, the resultant load instances were normalized to

match the scale of power demands in the simulated system. The MATPOWER toolbox [139] was

used to solve the AC power flow equations with the normalized load series as inputs, to obtain the

ground-truth voltages {vτ}, and produce measurements {zτ} that comprise all forwarding-end

active (reactive) power flows, as well as all voltage magnitudes. All NNs were trained using

‘TensorFlow’ [1] on an NVIDIA Titan X GPU with 12GB RAM, with weights learned by the

backpropagation based algorithm ‘Adam’ (with starting learning rate 10−3) for 200 epochs. To

alleviate randomness in the obtained weights introduced by the training algorithms, all NNs
2https://www.kaggle.com/c/global-energy-forecasting-competition-2012-load-forecasting/data.
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Figure 2.6: Estimation errors in voltage magnitudes and angles of bus 10 of the 57-bus system
from test instances 100 to 120.

were trained and tested independently for 20 times, with reported results averaged over 20 runs.

For reproducibility, the ‘Python’-based implementation of our prox-linear net for PSSE of the

118-bus system is publicly available at https://github.com/LiangZhangUMN/PSSE-via-DNNs.

2.4.1 Simulations for PSSE

To start, the prox-linear net based PSSE was tested, which estimates {v̂τ} using {zτ}. For both

training and testing phases, all measurements {zτ} were corrupted by additive white Gaussian

noise, where the standard deviation for power flows and for voltage magnitudes was 0.02 and

0.01. The estimation performance of our prox-linear net was assessed in terms of the normalized

root mean-square error (RMSE) ‖v̂ − v‖2/N , where v is the ground truth, and v̂ the estimate

obtained by the prox-linear net.

In particular, the prox-linear net was simulated with T = 2 and K = 3. The ‘workhorse’

Gauss-Newton method, a 6-layer ‘plain-vanilla’ FNN that has the same depth as our prox-linear

net, and an 8-layer ‘plain-vanilla’ FNN that has roughly the same number of parameters as the

prox-linear net, were simulated as baselines. The number of hidden units per layer in all NNs
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Figure 2.7: Estimation errors in voltage magnitudes and angles of bus 27 of the 57-bus system
from test instances 100 to 120.

was kept equal to the dimension of the input, that is, 57× 2 = 114 for the 57-bus system and

118× 2 = 236 for the 118-bus system.

In the first experiment using the 57-bus system, a total of 7, 676 measurement-voltage

(zτ ,vτ ) pairs were generated, out of which the first 6, 176 pairs were used for training, and the

rest were kept for testing. The average performance over 20 trials, was evaluated in terms of the

average RMSEs over the 1, 500 testing examples for the prox-linear net, Gauss-Newton, 6-layer

FNN, and 8-layer FNN, are 3.49× 10−4, 3.2×10−4, 6.35×10−4, and 9.02×10−4, respectively.

These numbers showcase competitive performance of the prox-linear net. Interestingly, when the

number of hidden layers of ‘plain-vanilla’ FNNs increases from 6 to 8, the performance degrades

due partly to the difficulty in training the 8-layer FNN.

As far as the computation time is concerned, the prox-linear net, Gauss-Newton, 6-layer FNN,

and 8-layer FNN over 1, 500 testing examples are correspondingly 0.0973s, 14.22s, 0.0944s,

and 0.0954s, corroborating the speedup advantage of NN-based PSSE over the traditional Gauss-

Newton approach. The ground-truth voltages along with the estimates found by the prox-linear

net, 6-layer FNN, and 8-layer FNN for bus 10 and bus 27 from test instances 100 to 120, are
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Figure 2.8: Estimation errors in voltage magnitudes and angles of all the 57 buses of the 57-bus
system at test instance 120.

shown in Figs. 2.6 and 2.7, respectively. The true voltages and the estimated ones by NNs for all

buses on test instance 120 are depicted in Fig. 2.8. Evidently, our prox-linear net based PSSE

performs the best in all cases.

The second experiment tests our prox-linear net using the IEEE 118-bus system, where

18, 528 voltage-measurement pairs were simulated, with 14, 822 pairs employed for training and

3, 706 kept for testing. The average RMSEs over 3, 706 testing examples for the prox-linear net,

Gauss-Newton, 6-layer FNN and 8-layer FNN, are 2.97× 10−4, 4.71×10−2, 1.645×10−3, and

2.366× 10−3, respectively. Clearly, our prox-linear net yields markedly improved performance

over competing alternatives in this case (especially as the system size grows large). The Gauss-

Newton approach performs the worst due to unbalanced grid parameters of this test system.

Interestingly, it was frequently observed that the Gauss-Newton iterations minimize the weighted

least-squares (WLS) objective function (resulting a loss smaller than 10−6), but converge to a

stationary point that is far away from the simulated ground-truth voltage. This is indeed due to the

nonconvexity of the WLS function, for which multiple optimal solutions often exist. Depending

critically on initialization, traditional optimization based solvers can unfortunately get stuck
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Figure 2.9: Estimation errors in voltage magnitudes and angles of bus 50 of the 118-bus system
from instances 1, 000 to 1, 050.

at any of those points. In sharp contrast, data-driven NN-based approaches nicely bypass this

hurdle.

In terms of runtime, the prox-linear net, Gauss-Newton, 6-layer FNN, and 8-layer FNN,

over 3, 706 testing examples are correspondingly 0.3323s, 183.4s, 0.2895s, and 0.3315s, cor-

roborating again the efficiency of NN-based approaches. The ground-truth voltage along with

estimates obtained by the prox-linear net, 6-layer FNN, and 8-layer FNN, for bus 50 and bus 100

at test instances 1, 000 to 1, 050, are depicted in Figs. 2.9 and 2.10, respectively. In addition, the

actual voltages and their estimates for the first fifty buses on test instance 1, 000 are depicted

in Fig. 2.11. In all cases, our prox-linear net yields markedly improved performance relative to

competing alternatives.

2.4.2 Simulations for State Forecating

This section examines our RNN based power system state forecasting scheme. The forecasting

performance was evaluated in terms of the normalized RMSE ‖v̌ − v‖2/N of the forecast v̌

relative to the ground truth v.
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Figure 2.10: Estimation errors in voltage magnitudes and angles of bus 100 of the 118-bus
system from instances 1, 000 to 1, 050.
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Figure 2.11: Estimation errors in voltage magnitudes and angles of the first 50 buses of the
118-bus system at test instance 1, 000.
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Figure 2.12: Forecasting errors in voltage magnitudes and angles of bus 30 of the 57-bus system
from test instances 100 to 120.

Specifically, deep RNNs with l = 3, r = 10, and ReLU activation functions were trained

and tested on the ground-truth voltage time series, and on the estimated voltage time series from

the prox-linear net. We will refer to the latter as ‘RNNs with estimated voltages’ hereafter. The

number of hidden units per layer in RNNs was kept the same as the input dimension, namely

57×2 = 114 for the 57-bus system, and 118×2 = 236 for the 118-bus system. For comparison,

a single-hidden-layer FNN (2-layer FNN) [31], and a VAR(1) model [49] based state forecasting

approaches were adopted as benchmarks. The average RMSEs over 20 Monte Carlo runs for the

RNN, RNN with estimated voltages, 2-layer FNN, and VAR(1) are respectively 2.303× 10−3,

2.305× 10−3, 3.153× 10−3, and 6.772× 10−3 for the 57-bus system, as well as 2.588× 10−3,

2.751× 10−3, 4.249× 10−3, 6.461× 10−3 for the 118-bus system. These numbers demonstrate

that our deep RNN with estimated voltages offers comparable forecasting performance relative

to that with ground-truth voltages. Although both FNN and VAR(1) were trained and tested

using ground-truth voltage time-series, they perform even worse than our RNN trained with

estimated voltages.

The true voltages and their forecasts provided by the deep RNN, RNN with estimated
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Figure 2.13: Forecasting errors in voltage magnitudes and angles of all the 57 buses of the 57-bus
system at test instance 100.
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Figure 2.14: Forecasting errors in voltage magnitudes and angles of the first 50 buses of the
118-bus system at instance 1, 000.
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voltages, 2-layer FNN, and VAR(1) for bus 30 of the 57-bus system from test instances 100 to

120, as well as all buses on test instance 100, are reported in Figs. 2.12 and 2.13, accordingly.

The ground-truth and forecast voltages for the first 50 buses of the 118-bus system on test

instance 1, 000 are depicted in Fig. 2.14. Curves illustrate that our deep RNN based approaches

perform the best in all cases.



Chapter 3

Accurate Grid Topology Identification

Section 3.1 introduces multi-kernel based partial correlations (MKPCs) for topology identi-

fication. The multi-kernel ridge regression problem arising in computing MKPCs is tackled

efficiently through a tailored Frank-Wolfe scheme in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 specifies MKPC-

based topology learning schemes for meshed power grids. Numerical tests are presented in

Section 3.4.

3.1 Multi-kernel based Partial Correlations

Consider a power network consisting of N nodes that is modeled as a graph G := {N ,L}.
Per node n ∈ N , let xn := [xn[1] . . . xn[T ]]> be its associated time-series measurements. For

example, xn may consist of the nodal voltages for all time slots t ∈ T := {1, 2, . . . , T} [12] in

the context of power network topology inference. The task of grid connectivity identification can

be described as follows: given nodal time-series {xn}n∈N , infer the network topology, namely

recover the edge set L.

To reveal nodal connectivity, the PC method, which is effective in capturing unmediated

linear influence between nodes, has been widely used [45, 12, 60]. Letting \ij denote all but the

(i, j) nodes, consider the error vector x̃i := xi − x̂i|\ij , where x̂i|\ij is the estimate of xi based

on {xn}n∈\ij . The empirical PC coefficient between xi and xj is given by [45]

ρ̂ij :=
(x̃i − ¯̃xi)

>(x̃j − ¯̃xj)

‖x̃i − ¯̃xi‖2‖x̃j − ¯̃xj‖2
(3.1)

27
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where ¯̃xi := (1/T )
∑T

t=1 x̃i[t]1. Having computed all PC coefficients {ρ̂ij}(i,j)∈N×N , deter-

mining whether node i is connected with node j entails a hypothesis test. Specifically, an edge

between i and j is declared present if |ρ̂ij | ≥ τ , where τ > 0 is a threshold that trades off the

relative true positive for the false positive decisions.

The linear PC method assumes that x̂i|\ij is a linear function of {xn}n∈\ij . Nonetheless,

the dependence of xi on {xn}n∈\ij is nonlinear in power grids. To circumvent the limitation of

linear estimators, an `2-norm based MKPC has been studied in [60], which works as follows. Let{
n1\ij , . . . , nN−2\ij

}
enumerate all nodes in \ij, and χ\ij [t] :=

[
xn1\ij [t], . . . , xnN−2\ij [t]

]>
collect all measurements at time t. By replacing χ\ij [t] with its lifted image via a kernel-based

feature map φ(χ\ij [t]), a nonlinear data generation model can be postulated as

xi[t] = 〈φ(χ\ij [t]),βi〉+ εi[t] (3.2)

where βi is a parameter vector to learn, and εi[t] captures modeling inaccuracies. Along the lines

of ridge regression, an estimate of βi per node i can be found as

β̂i := arg min
β

C

N

∥∥ξi∥∥2

2
+

1

2
‖β‖22 (3.3a)

s. to ξi = xi −Φ>\ijβ (3.3b)

where Φ\ij := [φ(χ\ij [1]), . . . ,φ(χ\ij [T ])], and C ≥ 0 is some given constant. Since

φ(χ\ij [t]) has high (potentially infinite) dimension, the dual of (3.3) which has only T vari-

ables (as many as the number of scalar equality constraints in (3.3b)) will be used henceforth.

Specifically, the dual of (3.3) can be succinctly written as [93]

max
α∈RT

1

2

(
−µα>α+ 2α>xi −α>K\ijα

)
(3.4)

where α ∈ RT denotes the Lagrange multiplier associated with (3.3b), constant µ := N/(2C),

and K\ij := Φ>\ijΦ\ij . Note that the maximizer of (3.4) can be found in closed form as

α̂i = (K\ij + µIN )−1xi. Appealing to [60, Eq. (4)], the least-squares estimate of xi[t] can be

obtained as

x̂i|\ij [t] = 〈φ(χ\ij [t]), β̂i〉 = 〈φ(χ\ij [t]),Φ\ijα̂i〉 (3.5)

which entails computing inner products between feature vectors
{
〈φ(χ\ij [t]),φ(χ\ij [t

′])〉
}

,
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that is oftentimes of high dimensions. Fortunately, such a costly computation can be significantly

reduced by invoking the so-termed kernel trick [96], which allows computing the wanted inner

products in (3.5) through solely evaluating the kernel function for all pairs (t, t′) ∈ T × T :

κ(χ\ij [t],χ\ij [t
′]) = 〈φ(χ\ij [t]),φ(χ\ij [t

′])〉.

Clearly, the accuracy of the kernel-based estimates in (3.5) depends highly on the selected

kernel function κ(·, ·) [96]. To choose a suitable kernel, multi-kernel learning (MKL) is invoked

here [72], which seeks κ(·, ·) as a nonnegative linear combination of user-defined kernel func-

tions; that is, κ(·, ·) :=
∑M

m=1 θmκm(·, ·). The coefficients {θm ≥ 0}Mm=1 can be deciphered

from data via solving [72]

θ∗ := arg min
θ∈Θp

max
α∈RN

−µα>α+ 2α>xi−
M∑
m=1

θmα
>Km\ijα (3.6)

where the kernel matrix is given by

Km\ij (t, t
′) := κm(χ\ij [t],χ\ij [t

′]), ∀(t, t′) ∈ T × T (3.7)

the constraint set Θp := {θ ∈ RM |θ ≥ 0, ‖θ‖p ≤ Λ} with p ≥ 1, and Λ > 0 is a pre-selected

constant. For notational brevity, define also

F (θ) := max
α∈RN

− µα>α+ 2α>xi −
M∑
m=1

θmα
>Km\ijα

= x>i

(
µI +

M∑
m=1

θmKm\ij

)−1
xi (3.8)

based on which we can rewrite (3.6) as follows

θ∗ := arg min
θ∈Θp

F (θ). (3.9)

Upon obtaining θ∗ and K\ij =
∑M

m=1 θ
∗
mKm\ij , it is easy to obtain the estimate (cf. (3.5))

x̂i|\ij = K\ij(µI + K\ij)
−1xi. (3.10)
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Algorithm 2 Frank-Wolfe [38]

1: Initialize k = 0, y0 ∈ Y
2: while stopping criterion not met do
3: Compute sk = arg mins∈Y s>∇f(yk)
4: Update yk+1 = (1− ηk)yk + ηks

k

5: k ← k + 1
6: end while

Our new formulation for multi-kernel ridge regression (MKRR) here generalizes the nonlinear

estimator in [60] beyond p = 2. This generalization is well motivated because the estimation

error ‖xi − x̂i|\ij‖2 can be reduced by choosing appropriate p values [69]. When selecting

p = 1, the nonlinear estimator will rely on only a few kernels from the user-specified dictionary

of kernels. In other words, setting p = 1 leads to sparse θ∗. Exploiting sparsity turns out to

be beneficial in a number of signal processing applications such as tackling the phase retrieval

problem [110, 134, 108].

3.2 Efficient Solver for Multi-kernel Ridge Regression

Though the `p-norm based MKL (3.9) can lead to improved estimation accuracy, solving the

resulting `p-norm constrained optimization problem is typically not an easy task except for a

few special cases such as p = 2 [69, 129]. For this reason, we put forward an efficient and

easy-to-implement solver by leveraging the projection-free Frank-Wolfe algorithm (a.k.a., the

conditional gradient method) [58]. As a brief review, the Frank-Wolfe algorithm targets the

generic convex problem

y∗ ∈ arg min
y∈Y

f(y) (3.11)

where f is assumed differentiable, and the feasible set Y is compact. Listed as Algorithm 3,

the Frank-Wolfe solver starts with an arbitrary point y0, and subsequently iterates between the

updates for k ≥ 0 as follows

sk ∈ arg min
s∈Y

s>∇f(yk) (3.12a)

yk+1 = (1− ηk)yk + ηks
k (3.12b)
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where the diminishing step size ηk := 2/(kρ + 2) with ρ being a predefined constant in

(0.5, 1] [135]. It has been shown that the successive iterates {yk} are always feasible due to

η0 = 1, y1 = s0 ∈ Y , and sk ∈ Y for k ≥ 1 [58].

Since F (θ) in (3.9) is convex and differentiable [129], and Θp is compact, the `p-norm

regularized MKRR (3.9) is in the form of (3.11) required by the Frank-Wolfe iterations (3.12).

To employ (3.12a), the gradient of F (θ) is given by

∇F (θ) = [−α̂>K1\ijα̂, . . . ,−α̂>KM\ijα̂]> (3.13)

with

α̂ =
(
µI +

M∑
m=1

θmKm\ij

)−1
xi. (3.14)

Since {Km\ij}Mm=1 are positive semidefinite [96], we have ∇F (θ) ≤ 0, ∀θ ∈ Θp. Applying

(3.12a) to (3.9) yields

sk ∈ arg min
s∈Θp

s>∇F (θk) (3.15)

which we will show possible to express in closed from. Indeed, upon introducing gk :=

−∇F (θk), (3.15) can be equivalently posed as

sk ∈ arg max
s∈Θp

s>gk. (3.16)

By Hölder inequality and for all sk ∈ Θp, it holds that

(sk)>gk ≤ ‖sk‖p‖gk‖q ≤ Λ‖gk‖q (3.17)

where the norms satisfy 1/p+ 1/q = 1. Using further gk = −∇F (θk) ≥ 0, it can be readily

deduced that the solution to (3.15) is found when equalities in (3.17) are attained

sk[m] = Λ

(
gk[m]

)q−1

‖gk‖q−1
q

, 1 ≤ m ≤M (3.18)

where q := p/(p− 1), with q =∞, if p = 1. On the other hand, q = 1, if p =∞, and in this

case, all nonzero entries of sk are equal. Upon finding the conditional direction sk, the algorithm

updates the estimate via (3.12b), and iterates until certain convergence criterion is met.
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Algorithm 3 Frank-Wolfe based `p-norm MKRR solver.

Input: µ, Λ, ηk, xi, and {Km\ij}Mm=1

1: Initialize θ0 = 0
2: for k = 0, 1, . . . do
3: Compute α̂k via (3.14) and∇F (θk) from (3.13)
4: Find sk via (3.18)
5: Update θk+1 = θk + ηk(s

k − θk)
6: end for

The proposed solver for the `p-regularized MKL (3.9) is summarized as Algorithm 3. Notably,

with step size ηk = 2/(k + 2), it converges to θ∗ at sublinear rate [58], namely

F (θk)− F (θ∗) ≤ O (1/k) .

It is also worth stressing that applicability of Algorithm 3 goes beyond MKPC, since any `p-norm

based MKRR can be solved via Algorithm 3.

3.3 Topology Learning for Meshed Networks

Consider a meshed power network of N buses indexed by the set N := {1, 2, . . . , N}. Let

ψ[t] := [ψ1[t], . . . , ψN [t]]> collect the voltage angles at all buses at time t. The power grid

topology learning problem can be stated as follows: given voltage angle time-series measurements

{ψ[t]}Tt=1, identify the grid topology. Expressed differently, our goal is to infer the connectivity

of buses based on T voltage angle-vector measurements.

For any bus pair (i, j) ∈ N ×N , define xi := [ψi[1], . . . , ψi[T ]]> to collect voltage angle

time-series associated with bus i, and likewise xj := [ψj [1], . . . , ψj [T ]]>. Having selected

candidate kernel functions {κm}Mm=1, one first forms the kernel matrices {Km\ij}Mm=1 as in

(3.7), and learns the best kernel combination K
(l)
\ij =

∑M
m=1 θ

∗
l,mKm\ij using Algorithm 3.

For both xi and xj , the next step is to obtain their `p-norm MKRR based nonlinear estimates

x̂i|\ij = K
(i)
\ij(µI + K

(i)
\ij)
−1xi and likewise for x̂j|\ij . The estimated PC coefficient ρ̂ij can then

be found by means of (3.1), and an edge connecting buses i and j is claimed to be present if

|ρ̂ij | > τ . This pairwise hypotheses test is repeated for all pairs (i, j) ∈ N ×N . The proposed

`p-regularized MKRR based network topology inference scheme is tabulated in Algorithm 4.
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Algorithm 4 Topology learning using `p-norm MKPC.

Input: {ψ[t]}Tt=1, {κm}Mm=1, and threshold τ > 0
1: for (i, j) ∈ N ×N , (i < j) do
2: Form {Km\ij}Mm=1 via (3.7)
3: Find θ∗i using Algorithm 1 with input xi

4: Form K
(i)
\ij =

∑M
m=1 θ

∗
i,mKm\ij

5: Obtain x̂i|\ij = K
(i)
\ij(µI + K

(i)
\ij)
−1xi

6: Repeat Steps 3-5 with input xj to get x̂j|\ij
7: Find ρ̂ij using (3.1)
8: Draw an edge between bus i and bus j if |ρ̂ij | > τ
9: end for

3.4 Numerical Tests

This section evaluates the performance of Algorithms 3 and 4 using the voltage angle data from

the IEEE 14-bus benchmark [104]. To test the developed methods in a more realistic setting,

the real load data from 2012 Global Energy Forecasting Competition [59] were used in all

experiments. Specifically, the first ten-day loads of zones 1–14 were normalized to match the

scale of active power demands in the IEEE 14-bus system, which is further corrupted by random

noise generated from a uniform distribution on [0, 1]. Voltage angle measurements {ψ(t)}Tt=1

across T = 240 time slots were then obtained by solving the AC power flow equations using the

publicly available MATPOWER toolbox [139]. To obtain a nonlinear voltage angle estimator,

a total of 20 kernels were employed to form the dictionary, which consists of 10 polynomial

kernels whose orders vary by 1 from 1 to 10, as well as 10 Gaussian kernels with variances

distributed uniformly from 0.5 to 5. The regularization coefficients in (3.6) were set as µ = 1

and Λ = 3.

The first experiment assesses the convergence and computational performance of Algorithm 3.

To serve as a benchmark, (3.9) is first equivalently reformulated as a semidefinite program (SDP)

by introducing an auxiliary variable w ∈ R such that w ≥ F (θ), whose global optimum is found

by SeDuMi [99]; see also [129]

θ∗ := arg min
θ∈Θ, w≥0

w

s. to

(
µI +

∑M
m=1 θmKm xi

x>i w

)
� 0. (3.19)
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Figure 3.1: Cost convergence for Algorithm 3.

Figure 3.1 depicts the evolution of the relative error (F (θk)− F (θ∗))/θ∗ of (3.9) with

p = 1.5 and p = 2, where {xn}2n=1 and {xn}14
n=5 were used to predict x3. Algorithm 3 with

ηk = 2/(k + 2) was run until ‖α̂k+1 − α̂k‖2 < 10−5, or the maximum iteration number 100

was reached. It can be observed that Algorithm 3 converges to the global minimum roughly at

rate O(1/k).

The computation times for Algorithm 3 and SeDuMi are 0.23 and 9.63 secs (p = 1.5); and

0.20 and 7.49 secs (p = 2). It is clear that Algorithm 3 enjoys a clear speedup advantage over the

off-the-shelf solver. This advantage is mainly due to the simple closed-form updates of (3.18),

and it is important for the scalability of Algorithm 4 which requires solving (3.9) N2 −N times.

The second experiment tests the topology recovery performance of Algorithm 4 using the

IEEE 14-bus system. Note that including the reference bus renders the covariance matrix of

voltage angles non-invertible since the voltage angle at the reference bus remains always 0. Ex-

cluding the reference bus, a total of 13 buses and 18 lines are to be recovered. The performance

of Algorithm 4 with p = 1.5 and p = 2 was compared to the performance of linear PC- and

concentration matrix-based methods [29] in terms of the empirical receiver operating character-

istics (ROC) in Fig. 3.2. For Algorithm 4 and its linear PC counterpart, the ROC curves were
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Figure 3.2: ROC curves for topology inference of IEEE 14-bus benchmark from voltage angle
data.

obtained using {|ρ̂ij |}(i,j)∈N×N as test statistics, whereas for the concentration matrix-based

method, entries of the negative concentration matrix were employed as test statistics. The area

under the curve (AUC) for Algorithm 4 with p = 1.5 and p = 2, linear PC-, and concentration

matrix-based methods is 0.755, 0.743, 0.646, and 0.604, accordingly. This shows improved

recovery performance of the proposed Algorithm 4 relative to existing alternatives. Comparing

the red and black curves in Fig. 3.2 further suggests that the grid topology identification can

benefit from the `p-regularized MKPC with p values different from 2.



Chapter 4

Decentralized Electric Vehicle
Charging Coordination

Section 4.1 formulates the optimal EV charging control problem. The Frank-Wolfe based

optimal decentralized charging scheme and its real-time counterpart are delineated in Section 4.2.

Section 4.3 introduces the randomized block Frank-Wolfe (RB-FW) method for solving general

convex programs, and applies RB-FW to developing asynchronous charging schemes. Section 4.4

presents numerical tests.

4.1 Electric Vehicle Charging Model

Consider an EV scheduler coordinating the charging of M EVs over a period of T consecutive

time slots comprising the set T := {1, . . . , T}. The time slot duration ∆T can range from

minutes to an hour, depending on charging specifications, the granularity of load forecasts, as

well as communication and computation capabilities. Let em(t) denote the energy charge for

vehicle m at slot t with m = 1, . . . ,M , and t ∈ T . Supposing that operational slots have equal

duration, the terms power and energy will be used interchangeably. The charge em(t) can range

from zero to its maximum value ēm(t). Apparently, a vehicle can be charged only when it is

connected to the grid. If Tm ⊆ T is the set of time slots (not necessarily consecutive) that vehicle

36
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m is connected to the grid, then for all t ∈ T we have

ēm(t) =

{
∆T ēm , t ∈ Tm
0 , otherwise

where ēm is the maximum charging rate determined by the battery of vehicle m. Let em :=

[em(1) · · · em(T )]> be the charging profile for EV m. Profile em should belong to the compact

and convex set

Em := {em : e>m1 = Rm, 0 ≤ em(t) ≤ ēm(t) ∀ t ∈ T } (4.1)

where Rm is the total energy needed by EV m. The latter depends on the initial state of charge,

the desired state of charge, and the efficiency of the battery.

Through coordinated charging of EVs, various objectives can be achieved, such as minimizing

charging costs or valley-filling. Optimal EV charging can be posed as the ensuing optimization

problem [41]

min
{em}Mm=1

C({em}) :=
T∑
t=1

Ct

(
d(t) +

M∑
m=1

em(t)

)
(4.2a)

s.to em ∈ Em, ∀m = 1, . . . ,M (4.2b)

where the energy costs Ct(·) : R→ R are chosen to be convex and differentiable. For charging

cost minimization, {Ct}Tt=1 can be linear or quadratic [17, 122]; e.g., Ct(x) = x2/2 for all t,

when it comes to the valley-filling task. Parameters {d(t)}Tt=1 capture the base loads for the EV

scheduler, which are assumed inelastic and known in advance. To facilitate scheduling, each

EV controller is capable of two-way communication and execution of simple computation tasks.

Building on the Frank-Wolfe algorithm summarized in Algorithm 3, an optimal decentralized

solver for (4.2) is developed and contrasted to state-of-the-art alternatives next.

4.2 Optimal Decentralized Charging Control

Observe that the total number of variables involved in (4.2) is MT . Therefore, although (4.2) is a

convex problem, solving it is a non-trivial task, particularly for large EV fleets and/or decreasing
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control intervals ∆T . To derive a scalable solver, the Frank-Wolfe method summarized in

Algorithm 3 is deployed next. In the first Frank-Wolfe step, the gradient of the cost in (4.2) with

respect to {em}Mm=1 must be obtained. Critically, due to the problem structure, the per-vehicle

partial gradients of the cost are all identical to

∇emC({em}) = g, m = 1, . . . ,M.

It can be readily checked that at the k-th iteration, the t-th entry of the common partial gradient

g ∈ RT evaluated at {ekm} is

gk(t) = ∇ekm(t)Ct

(
d(t) +

M∑
m=1

ekm(t)

)
, t = 1, . . . , T. (4.3)

Applying (3.12a) to the problem at hand requires solving

{rkm}Mm=1 ∈ arg min
{rm∈Em}Mm=1

M∑
m=1

r>mgk (4.4)

which is separable across vehicles. Thus, given gk, vehicle m needs to solve the linear program

rkm ∈ arg min
rm∈Em

r>mgk. (4.5)

Problem (4.5) involves a linear cost minimized over a weighted budget and box constraints. The

key observation here is that due to the aforementioned structure, problem (4.5) can be solved by

a simple sorting algorithm [15, Chap. 4]: The entries of gk are first sorted in increasing order as

gk(tk1) ≤ gk(tk2) ≤ . . . ≤ gk(tkT ). (4.6)

Since the problems in (4.5) share vector gk for all m, the sorting operation is performed only

once by the EV aggregator/charging station. Then, for vehicle m, we need to find the index Jkm
for which

Jkm∑
j=1

ēm(tkj ) ≤ Rm and
Jkm+1∑
j=1

ēm(tkj ) > Rm. (4.7)
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(a) Control center broadcasts time slot pric-
ing ordering (from cheapest to most expen-
sive) to EV controllers.

(b) Summations of charging profiles are trans-
mitted to charging control center.

Figure 4.1: Information exchange for Algorithm 5 at iteration k.

Subsequently, the entries of the minimizer rkm of (4.5) can be computed per vehicle m as

rkm(tkj ) =


ēm(tkj ) , j = 1, . . . , Jkm − 1

Rm −
∑Jkm−1

j=1 ēm(tkj ) , j = Jkm

0 , j = Jkm + 1, . . . , T

. (4.8)

The solution in (4.8) simply selects the maximum possible charge during the cheapest time slots

in a greedy fashion. Interestingly, finding rkm from (4.8) requires knowing solely the rank order

(smallest to largest) rather than the actual entries of the gradient vector gk.

The second Frank-Wolfe step updates the charging profiles via the convex combinations

ek+1
m = (1− ηk)ekm + ηkr

k
m (4.9)

for all vehicles m = 1, . . . ,M .

To practically implement (4.3)–(4.9) during iteration k, the charging control center evaluates

the cost gradients {gk(t)}t∈T defined in (4.3), and sorts them to determine the time slot ordering

{tk1, tk2, . . . , tkT }. This sorting operation can be performed using for example the ‘merge sort’

algorithm in O(T log T ) operations [70]. The price ordering of time slots is subsequently

broadcast to all EV controllers as shown in Fig. 4.1a. Based on its charging needs Em, the
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Algorithm 5 Decentralized EV scheduling

1: Initialize e0
m = 0 for m = 1, . . . ,M

2: for k = 0, 1, . . . do
3: EV scheduler calculates gk from (4.3)
4: EV scheduler broadcasts gk entry ranking to EVs
5: Vehicles update {ekm}Mm=1 via (4.7)–(4.9)
6: Profile sums

∑M
m=1 ek+1

m sent to control center
7: end for

m-th EV controller first finds rkm from (4.7)–(4.8) in O(T ). It then updates its charging profile

ek+1
m using (4.9) in O(T ). Note that operations (4.7)–(4.9) can be performed in parallel over the

M EV controllers. The updated charging profiles {ek+1
m }Mm=1 are communicated back to the

charging center, where upon adding the base load {d(t)}, the center computes the updated cost

gradient gk+1, and iterations proceed as tabulated in Algorithm 5. When setting ηk = 2/(k+ 2),

the developed solver converges to optimal charging profiles {e∗m} at the rate [58]

C({ekm})− C({e∗m}) ≤ O
(

1

k

)
. (4.10)

Algorithm 5 not only exhibits provable convergence and low computational cost (namely

O(T log T ) operations) per iteration. It further enjoys two additional advantages. First, the

charging center does not require knowing the individual charging profiles {ekm}, since their

summation
∑M

m=1 ekm suffices for finding the gradient vector gk. In an effort to preserve the

privacy of EV users, a simple communication protocol can be designed. Information flow can

be arranged over a tree graph rooted at the charging center, and vehicle controllers constitute

the remaining tree nodes. Each node receives aggregate charging profiles from its downstream

nodes, adds them up to its own profile, and forwards the updated aggregate charging profile to its

parent node. As a second feature, vehicle controllers do not need to know the precise value of

the cost gradient vector gk, but only the ordering of its entries (current price ordering of time

slots). This algorithmic feature lightens the communication load from the charging center to the

vehicles, and enhances resiliency to price manipulations and data attacks to the solving scheme.
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Algorithm 6 Real-time decentralized EV scheduling

1: Initialize e0
m = 0 for all m ∈M0

2: for t = 1, 2, . . . , T do
3: Scheduler negotiates with EVs inMt

4: for k = 0, 1, . . . , do
5: EV scheduler calculates and broadcasts gk

6: Vehicles update {ekm}m∈Mt via (4.7)–(4.9)
7: Profile sums

∑
m∈Mt ekm sent to control center

8: end for
9: Energy needs {Rtm}m∈Mt are updated from (4.12)

10: end for

4.2.1 Comparison with Previous Work

The optimal EV charging of (4.2) has been previously studied in [41], where a projected gradient

descent (PGD) based solver was developed. Minimizing the non-strongly convex cost in (4.2),

the PGD method exhibits a convergence rate of O( 1
k ) [10]. At iteration k of the PGD method,

controller m solves in parallel

ek+1
m := arg min

em∈Em
‖em − (ekm − η′kgk)‖22 (4.11)

for a step size η′k > 0. In other words, every EV controller projects vector (ekm − η′kgk) onto the

simplex Em, which is a non-trivial task.

On the other hand, each iteration of Algorithm 5 involves closed-form updates, offering

high computational efficiency and posing affordable hardware requirements on EV controllers.

Although both Algorithm 5 and the PGD solver are decentralized schemes with convergence

rate O( 1
k ), the overall computation time for the former is significantly lower due to its simpler

per-iteration updates: The numerical tests in Section 4.4.1 demonstrate that Algorithm 5 provides

a 100 times speed-up advantage over the PGD solver and the centralized solver SeDuMi. The

SeDuMi solver would be a viable option for tackling (4.2) in a centralized manner after collecting

all charging needs {(Rm, Em)} at the charging center.

4.2.2 Real-time Scheduling

Algorithm 5 requires all EVs to negotiate with the scheduler at the beginning of the control

horizon. This presumption can be satisfied for charging coordination in a residential area where
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EVs are primarily used for commuting. Nevertheless, there are cases where EVs arrive randomly

at a charging station. Then, not all charging needs are known at the beginning of the control

horizon; instead, they are revealed to the scheduler in an online manner. To address random EV

arrivals, a real-time implementation of Algorithm 5 is pursued next.

At time t, the scheduler negotiates only with the plugged-in EVs comprising the setMt,

while current EV energy demands are denoted by {Rtm}m∈Mt . Ignoring future vehicle arrivals

and their energy needs, charging of the EVs in the setMt from time t till the latest departure

time is coordinated by Algorithm 5. After running Algorithm 5, the vehicles inMt are charged

by {em(t)}m∈Mt during the current time slot t, and their charging demands are updated as

Rt+1
m = Rtm − em(t) for all m ∈Mt. (4.12)

The scheduler proceeds to time t + 1, newly arrived vehicles are taken into account, and the

process is repeated.

The overall real-time vehicle scheduling scheme is summarized as Algorithm 6. Algorithm 6

essentially runs Algorithm 5 only for the EVs plugged-in at every time slot. Even though no

optimality can be guaranteed for Algorithm 6, this scheme aims greedily for the best instantaneous

charging solution while always maintaining feasibility. A related algorithm based on the PGD

method is devised in [41].

4.3 Decentralized Charging with Lost Updates

At each iteration, Algorithm 5 requires all vehicles to update their charging profiles according

to the current control signal. In practical charging scenarios, vehicle controllers may not be

able to update their charging profiles synchronously. That could be the result of failures in the

communication links between the aggregator and the vehicle controllers, or due to processing

delays in vehicle controllers. In such scenarios, Algorithm 5 has to be modified to guarantee

convergence. Assuming the lost updates occur independently at random across iterates and

vehicles, the asynchronous charging problem can be handled using our new randomized block

Frank-Wolfe (RB-FW) algorithm presented next.
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4.3.1 The Randomized Block Frank-Wolfe Algorithm

Our RB-FW method aims at solving the generic problem

x∗ := arg min
x∈Rd

f(x) (4.13)

s. to x1 ∈ X1, . . . , xNb ∈ XNb

where f is a convex and differentiable function, x∗ denotes one globally optimal solution

of (4.13), and x> := [x>1 ,x
>
2 , · · · ,x>Nb ] with respective feasible sets {Xn}Nbn=1 assumed convex

and compact. Note that if Nb = 1, then (4.13) boils down to (3.11). Thanks to the separable

structure of the feasible set X := X1× . . .×XNb of (4.13), the linear oracle in (3.12a) decouples

across Nb blocks as

skn = arg min
sn∈Xn

〈sn,∇xnf(xk)〉, n = 1, 2, . . . , Nb (4.14)

where∇xnf(xk) comprises the partial derivatives of f(x) with respect to the entries of xn.

Instead of updating all the Nb blocks in (4.13), RB-FW reduces complexity by updating just

B of them, where B ∈ {1, . . . , Nb} is a pre-selected constant. Let Nb := {1, . . . , Nb} be the

index set of all blocks, and let Bk be chosen at iteration k uniformly at random among all subsets

of Nb with B elements. The RB-FW solver of (4.13) is summarized as Algorithm 7. In the case

of asynchronous vehicle charging, the constant B is determined by the probability of a successful

charging profile update, whereas Bk corresponds to the set of vehicles that successfully updates

their charging profiles at iteration k. The only step-size sequence for RB-FW available in the

literature is provided in [113], yet the sequence therein does not guarantee feasibility of RB-FW

iterates as shown in [135].

To bypass this limitation, we have developed two class of step sizes for RB-FW that offer:

(i) guaranteed convergence and feasibility of the iterates along with (ii) flexibility to select a

step-size sequence whose decay rate is attuned to the problem at hand. To start with, consider the

following general family of diminishing step-size sequences for fixed δ ∈ (0, α] with α := B/Nb

being the fraction of updated blocks, and decay rate ρ ∈ (0.5, 1]:

γk =
2

δkρ + 2
, ∀k ≥ 0. (4.15)
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Algorithm 7 Randomized Block Frank-Wolfe

1: Initialize k = 0, x0 ∈ X
2: while stopping criterion not met do
3: Randomly pick Bk ⊆ Nb such that |Bk| = B
4: Compute skn = arg min

sn∈Xn
s>n∇xnf(xk), ∀n ∈ Bk

5: Update

xk+1
n =

{
(1− γk)xkn + γks

k
n, ∀n ∈ Bk

xkn, ∀n ∈ Nb \ Bk

6: k ← k + 1
7: end while

Clearly, the step-size sequence in (4.15) ensures feasibility of the RB-FW iterates since 0 < γk ≤
1, ∀k ≥ 0. To proceed with convergence analysis of RB-FW, two quantities play instrumental

roles in the analysis are introduced in order.

The first one is the curvature constant, which for a differentiable f(x) over X is defined

as [21], [58]

Cf := sup
γ∈[0,1]
x,s∈X

y:=(1−γ)x+γs

2

γ2
[f(y)− f(x)− 〈y − x,∇f(x)〉] . (4.16)

Cf is the least upper bound of a scaled difference between f(y) and its linear approximation

around x. Throughout, Cf is assumed bounded. This property is closely related to the L-

Lipschitz continuity of∇f(x) over X , which is defined as

∃L > 0 : ‖∇f(x)−∇f(s)‖ ≤ L‖x− s‖, ∀x, s ∈ X . (4.17)

If (4.17) holds, it is easy to check that [58, Appendix D]

Cf ≤ LD2
X (4.18)

whereDX := supx,s∈X ‖x−s‖ is the diameter ofX that is finite forX compact. Equation (4.18)

evidences that Cf is bounded whenever∇f(x) is L-Lipschitz continuous over X .

When it comes to RB-FW, the set curvature for an index set B ⊆ Nb is commonly used
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instead of the constant Cf [113]

CBf := sup
γ∈[0,1]
x∈X

{sn∈Xn}n∈B

2

γ2

(
f(y)− f(x)−

∑
n∈B
〈yn − xn,∇xnf(x)〉

)
(4.19)

where

yn :=

{
(1− γ)xn + γsn, n ∈ B
xn, n ∈ Nb \ B

and y> := [y>1 , . . . ,y
>
Nb

]. The expected set curvature for the uniformly randomly selected B
can thus be expressed as

C̄Bf := EB
[
CBf
]

=

(
Nb

B

)−1 ∑
{B: B⊆Nb, |B|=B}

CBf (4.20)

with
(
Nb
B

)
:= Nb!/

(
B!(Nb −B)!

)
. It is easy to verify that C̄Bf ≤ Cf by observing from (4.16)

and (4.19) that CBf ≤ Cf , ∀B ⊆ Nb. Note however that C̄Bf = CBf = Cf , when B = Nb.

The second quantity of interest is the so-termed duality gap

g(x) := sup
s∈X

(x− s)>∇f(x), x ∈ X (4.21)

whose name stems from Fenchel duality; see [71, Appendix D], [58, Section 2]. Clearly, for

the constrained problem (4.13), x is a stationary point if and only if g(x) = 0. In addition, it

holds that g(x) ≥ h(x) [71], where h(x) := f(x) − f(x∗) represents the so-termed primal

suboptimality of point x. Thus, g(xk) can be used to assess how close is xk from being a

solution [71], [113]. The ensuing theorem characterizes convergence rate of RB-FW in terms of

the primal suboptimality h(xk), as well as the minimal expected duality gap until iteration k,

defined as [71], [113]

gk := min
κ∈{0,1,...k}

E [g(xκ)] . (4.22)

Theorem 1. For convex f(x), the iterates {xk}k=1,2,... of Algorithm 7 with step size (4.15)

satisfy

E
[
h(xk)

]
≤ 4 (1− α)h(x0)

[δ(k − 1)ρ + 2]2
+

2kC̄Bf

[δ(k − 1)ρ + 2]2
(4.23)
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and

gk ≤
(2ρ+ 1)2ρ+1(δkρ + 2)

αδ2(2ρ)2ρ
·

(k + 1)C̄Bf + 2(1− α)h(x0)

k2ρ+1
. (4.24)

Proof. See part 4.5.1 of the Appendix.

Theorem 1 subsumes existing convergence results as special cases. Indeed, when B = Nb,

one has that Bk = Nb ∀k, which implies that C̄Bf = Cf , and Algorithm 7 reduces to the

traditional Frank-Wolfe solver. By selecting δ = 1 and ρ = 1, the classical step size 2/(2 + k)

for the Frank-Wolfe method is retrieved. From Theorem 1, the resulting computational bounds

are

h(xk) ≤
2kCf

(k + 1)2
≤

2Cf
k + 2

(4.25)

and

gk ≤
27Cf

4
· (k + 1)(k + 2)

k3
. (4.26)

The resulting convergence rate of h(xk) coincides with the one in [58, Theorem 1]. As for gk,

the bound in (4.26) is of the same order as that in [58, Theorem 2].

The decreasing rates of the bounds in Theorem 1 are determined by the decay rates of the

step size sequence. The faster γk diminishes, the more rapidly the upper bound in Theorem 1

vanishes. However, the sequence in (4.15) decreases at most as fast as 2/(αk + 2). To improve

the bounds in Theorem 1, a more rapidly vanishing sequence is proposed next. Specifically,

consider the sequence

γ0 = 1, and γk+1 =

√
α2γ4

k + 4γ2
k − αγ

2
k

2
, ∀k ≥ 0. (4.27)

It is then possible to establish the following proposition.

Proposition 1 (Recursive step size). If {γk}k=0,1,... is chosen as in (4.27), it then holds that

1

αk + 1
≤ γk ≤

2

αk + 2
, ∀k ≥ 0 (4.28a)

γk+1 ≤ γk, ∀k ≥ 0. (4.28b)

Proof. See part 4.5.2 of the Appendix.
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The upper bound in (4.28a) confirms that the step size in (4.27) vanishes at least as fast as

2/(αk + 2). Appealing to (4.28a), it holds that 0 ≤ γk ≤ 1 ∀k, thus ensuring feasibility of the

RB-FW iterates. The following computational bounds for RB-FW with γk defined in (4.27) can

be derived.

Theorem 2. For convex f(x), the iterates {xk}k=1,2,... of Algorithm 7 with step size as in (4.27),

satisfy

E
[
h(xk)

]
≤ 4(1− α)h(x0)

(αk + 2− α)2
+

2kC̄Bf
(αk + 2− α)2

(4.29)

and

gk ≤
27(αk + 1)

2α3k3

[
(k + 1)C̄Bf + 2(1− α)h(x0)

]
. (4.30)

Proof. See part 4.5.3 of the Appendix.

To recap, this section put forth two families of step sizes for Algorithm 7 with arbitrary B,

namely (4.15) and (4.27). Theorems 1 and 2 establish convergence of Algorithm 7 for these step

sizes, which also guarantee feasibility of the iterates. When {γk}k=0,1,... is given by (4.15) with

δ = α and ρ = 1 or when it is defined as in (4.27), the convergence rates of Algorithm 7 are in

the order of O (1/k), thus matching those of the traditional Frank-Wolfe algorithm.

Remark 1. The step size of RB-FW can also be chosen through line search, which prescribes

γk = arg min
0≤γ≤1

f
(

(1− γ)xk + γŝk
)

(4.31)

with ŝk
>

:= [ŝk1
>
, . . . , ŝkNb

>
] and

ŝkn :=

{
skn, n ∈ Bk
xkn, n ∈ Nb \ Bk.

Let {x̌k}k=0,1,... be the iterates generated by Algorithm 7 with γk given by (4.31). By (4.37)

and (4.31), it holds that

E
[
h(x̌k+1)

]
≤ E

[
h(x̌k)

]
− αγtE

[
g(x̌k)

]
+ γ2

kC̄
B
f /2. (4.32)

for any predefined step-size sequence {γk ∈ [0, 1]} [71, 113]. Particularly, (4.32) holds for
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{γk := 2/(αk + 2)}k=0,1,.... It can then be shown that {x̌k}k=0,1,... satisfy for k ≥ 1

E
[
h(x̌k)

]
≤ 4(1− α)h(x0)

(αk + 2− α)2
+

2kC̄Bf
(αk + 2− α)2

and

ǧk ≤
27(αk + 2)

4α3
·

(k + 1)C̄Bf + 2(1− α)h(x0)

k3

where ǧk := minκ∈{0,1,...k} E [g(x̌κ)]. The proof follows the steps of the one for Theorem 1.

The convergence rate of line-search-based Algorithm 7 therefore remains in the order of O(1/k).

Note however that extra computational cost is incurred for finding γk via (4.31).

Remark 2. At this point, it is worth discussing the choice of the step size leading to the fastest

convergence in a given problem. Even though the bounds in this section suggest that the more

rapid decrease of the step sizes, the quicker decrease of h(xk), this is not always the case in

practice. This is because step sizes with large decay rates become small after the first few

iterations, and small step sizes lead to slow changes in h(xk). Conversely, small decay rates tend

to yield rapidly decreasing h(xk) in the first few iterations since the step sizes remain relatively

large. Hence, it is difficult to provide universal guidelines since rapidly or slowly diminishing

step sizes may be preferred depending on the specific optimization problem at hand. For example,

if optimal solutions lie in the interior of the feasible set, rapidly diminishing step sizes can help

reduce oscillations around optimal solutions, thus improving the overall convergence rates. On

the other hand, if f(x) is monotone on X , the solution lies on the boundary, which means that

no oscillatory behavior is produced and hence, slowly diminishing step sizes will be preferable.

4.3.2 Asynchronous Charging via RB-FW

Under the assumption that the lost updates occur independently at random, asynchronous

charging coordination is amenable to RB-FW iterations in Algorithm 7. Let Bk denote the

set of vehicles successfully update their charging profiles at iteration k, our RB-FW-based

charging scheme is summarized in Algorithm 8. Let B := arg minκ=0,1,... |Bκ|, then α =

B/M . Using the step size rule in (4.15) with δ = α and ρ = 1 or the step size in (4.27), the

updates of Algorithm 8 remain feasible at all times, while the objective value is guaranteed to

converge in expectation with rate O
(

1
k

)
. Moreover, by tuning the decay rate ρ of the step size

(4.15), improved convergence can be achieved as will be demonstrated through numerical tests
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Algorithm 8 Asynchronous charging control

1: Initialize k = 0, and e0
m ∈ Em for m = 1, . . . ,M

2: while stopping criterion not met do
3: EV scheduler evaluates gk from (4.3)
4: Broadcast entry ranking of gk to EVs
5: Calculate {rkm}m∈Bk via (4.7) and (4.8)
6: Update {ek+1

m } via

ek+1
m =

{
(1− γk)ekm + γkr

k
m, ∀m ∈ Bk

ekm, ∀m ∈M \ Bk

7: Profile sums
∑M

m=1 ek+1
m sent to control center.

8: k ← k + 1
9: end while

in Section 4.4.2.

4.4 Numerical Tests

The efficacy of the devised charging schemes were evaluated in this section. The battery capacity

of all vehicles was assumed to be 20 kWh. The maximum charging power was fixed to 3.45 kW.

According to actual travel survey data [105], the probability density function (pdf) for EV plug-in

times in hours is

fin(τ) =

{
N (µin − 24, σin), 0 < τ ≤ µin − 12

N (µin, σin), µin − 12 < τ ≤ 24
(4.33)

where µin = 17.47, σin = 3.41, and N (µ, σ2) denotes a Gaussian pdf with mean µ and variance

σ2. The pdf for plug-out times in hours is

fout(τ)=

{
N (µout, σout), 0 < τ ≤ µout + 12

N (µout + 24, σout), µout + 12 < τ ≤ 24
(4.34)

where µout = 8.92 and σout = 3.24. Moreover, daily travel miles are distributed according to

fmiles(y) =
1√

2πσmilesy
exp

(
−(log(y)− µm)2

2σ2
m

)
(4.35)
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where µmiles = 2.98 and σmiles = 1.14. For each vehicle, the expected state of charge (SOC)

was set to 90%. The energy needed per 100 km was E100 = 15 kWh, and the initial SOC was

obtained as ssoc
m = 0.9 − Dmiles

m E100/(100EBm), where Dmiles
m denotes daily travel miles for

vehicle m, and EBm is the battery capacity of vehicle m. Normalized base load curves with

base unit 1000 kW were obtained by averaging the 2014 residential load data from Southern

California Edison [98]. The simulation horizon, set from 12:00 pm to 12:00 pm the next day,

comprised T = 96 time slots. Numerical tests were run using Matlab on an Intel CPU @ 3.6

GHz (32 GB RAM) computer.

4.4.1 Frank-Wolfe for Synchronous Charging

The first experiment simulates Algorithm 5 for managing 59 EVs. The minimizer of (5.45) was

obtained via SeDuMi, Algorithm 5, and the PGD solver of [41]. The subproblem (4.11) in PGD

was solved by SeDuMi. Algorithm 5 and PGD were run sequentially and they were terminated

once the relative cost error became smaller than 10−6. Figure 4.2 shows that the three resultant

load curves coincide and feature a flat load valley. Algorithm 5 converged within 0.01 sec, PGD

in 12.5 sec, and SeDuMi in 82.47 sec. Problem (4.2) was also solved by the ADMM-based

scheme of [87] that converged in 13 sec. Similar to PGD, each ADMM update of the latter

involves a quadratic program per vehicle.

Figure 4.3 depicts the cost convergence curves for Algorithm 5 and PGD while scheduling

59 vehicles over T = 96 time slots. Figure 4.4 presents the mean running times (averaged across

vehicles and iterations) of a single update of Algorithm 5 and PGD and for varying T . Although

Algorithm 5 attains a relative cost function error of 10−6 at roughly the same rate as PGD, its

mean update time is in the order of microseconds, whereas PGD’s mean time is in the order of

seconds and increases linearly with T . The major computational advantage of Algorithm 5 is the

simple update in (4.8).

The real-time Algorithm 6 was subsequently evaluated. By simulating the same 59 EVs used

in our first experiment, Algorithm 6 exhibited a load curve almost identical to the one obtained

by the offline Algorithm 5 in Fig. 4.2. To amplify the effects of random charging requests, the

number of simulated EVs was increased to 120. According to the total load curves shown in

Fig. 4.5, the two charging protocols differ slightly around 23:00, thus verifying the efficiency of

Algorithm 6. Similar observations have also been made in [41] for uniformly distributed plug-in

times. Compared to the PGD protocol of [41], the computational advantage of Algorithm 6
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Figure 4.2: Load curves after optimal charging of 59 EVs.
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Figure 4.3: Cost convergence for Algorithm 5 and PGD.
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Figure 4.4: Average update time for Algorithm 5 and PGD.

enables faster real-time EV scheduling.

4.4.2 RB-FW for Asynchronous Charging

In this section, asynchronous charging of 63 EVs was simulated. Convergence is assessed

in terms of the relative error ε({ekm}) :=
(
f({ekm})− f({e∗m})

)
/f({e∗m}), where {e∗m} is

obtained using the off-the-shelf solver SeDuMi. The following step-size sequences with different

decay rates were compared.

(S1) : γk :=
2

αk + 2
(4.36)

(S2) : γk :=

√
α2γ4

k−1 + 4γ2
k−1 − αγ

2
k−1

2
, γ0 = 1

(S3) : γk :=
2

0.5αk + 2

(S4) : γk :=
2

0.5αk0.9 + 2

(S5) : γk :=
2

0.5αk0.8 + 2
.
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Figure 4.5: Load curves after optimal charging of 120 EVs. The performance degradation using
the Algorithm 6 is very small.

S2 is the sequence in (4.27), whereas S1 and S3-S5 are special cases of (4.15). Sequences S1-S5

cover a wide range of decay rates. S2 vanishes faster than S1 [cf. (4.28a)], whereas the decay

rates of S3-S5 are smaller than that of S1.

The next experiment assumed that only one vehicle was randomly selected to update its

charging profile per iteration. Algorithm 8 with B = 1 was run with the step sizes S1-S5

for 1,000 iterations. Fig. 4.6 depicts the evolution of ε({ekm}) across the iteration index k for

Algorithm 8 with step sizes S1-S5 when B = 1. It is observed that the algorithm converges

towards a global minimum for all the tested step sizes. In this scenario, the more slowly the step

size diminishes, the faster the relative error decreases. Since B = 1 and Algorithm 8 is a special

instance of Algorithm 7, Fig. 4.6 therefore highlights how randomized single-block FW [71] can

benefit from the proposed step sizes. Specifically, the proposed step sizes S3-S5 lead to a much

faster convergence than S1.

To assess the effect of increased block size, Algorithm 8 with B = 10 was tested. Fig. 4.7

confirms that slowly diminishing step sizes lead to fast convergence in the first few iterations.

However, as the iterates approach a minimum, the slowly diminishing step sizes yield larger
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Figure 4.6: Convergence performance of Algorithm 8 with B = 1.

oscillations; see e.g. S5 in Fig. 4.7. This phenomenon has already been described in Remark 2.

Comparing Figs. 4.6 and 4.7 reveals that considerably less iterations are required to achieve a

target accuracy for larger B. For example, about one fifth of iterations are now required for

Algorithm 8 with S5 to reach ε({em}) ≤ 10−5.

The final experiment highlights the impact of B on the convergence of Algorithm 8. Five

copies of Algorithm 8, each one with a different step size S1-S5, are executed for 100 independent

trials. The minimum value of k such that at least one of these copies satisfies ε({ekm}) ≤ 10−5

is recorded. Fig. 4.8 represents the sample mean and standard derivation of this minimum

k averaged over the 100 trials for different values of B. It is observed that both mean and

standard derivation decrease for increasing B. Observe also that the influence of B on the

number of iterations decreases for large B. Fig. 4.9 depicts the fraction of trials that each copy

of Algorithm 8 is the first among the five copies in achieving ε({ekm}) ≤ 10−5. This figure

reveals that the proposed slowly diminishing step sizes are preferable for small values of B in

asynchronous vehicle charging.
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4.5 Appendix

Before establishing the proofs for Theorems 1 and 2, the following lemma which quantifies the

improvement of h(xk) per iteration is adapted from [71, 113].

Lemma 1. If {xk}k=0,1,... is generated by Algorithm 7 with an arbitrary predefined step-size

sequence {γk}k=0,1,... satisfying γk ∈ [0, 1] ∀k, then it holds that

E
[
h(xk+1)

]
≤ E

[
h(xk)

]
− αγkE

[
g(xk)

]
+ γ2

kC̄
B
f /2 (4.37)

for k ≥ 0, where the expectation is taken over {Bκ}kκ=0.

Two lemmas that are useful in establishing the primal convergence as well as the primal-dual

convergence of RB-FW for a broad class of step-size sequences are in order.

Lemma 2 (Primal convergence). If f(x) is convex and {γk}k=0,1,... satisfies the following two

inequalities:

0 < γk ≤ 1, ∀k ≥ 0 (4.38a)
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1− αγk+1

γ2
k+1

≤ 1

γ2
k

, ∀k ≥ 0. (4.38b)

the iterates of Algorithm 7 satisfy

E
[
h(xk)

]
≤ 1− αγ0

γ2
0

γ2
k−1h(x0) +

kC̄Bf
2

γ2
k−1, k ≥ 1. (4.39)

Proof. Since f(x) is differentiable, convexity of f(x) implies that

f(xk)− f(x∗) ≤ (xk − x∗)>∇f(xk) (4.40)

where x∗ denotes any solution to (4.13). Combining (4.21) and (4.40) yields

g(xk) ≥ f(xk)− f(x∗) = h(xk) ≥ 0. (4.41)

Thus, E[g(xk)] ≥ E[h(xk)] and (4.37) can be rewritten as

E
[
h(xk+1)

]
≤ (1− αγk)E

[
h(xk)

]
+ γ2

kC̄
B
f /2. (4.42)

Dividing both sides of (4.42) by γ2
k gives rise to

1

γ2
k

E
[
h(xk+1)

]
≤ 1− αγk

γ2
k

E
[
h(xk)

]
+
C̄Bf
2
. (4.43)

Utilizing successively (4.38b) and (4.43) yields

1

γ2
k

E[h(xk+1)] ≤ 1

γ2
k−1

E[h(xk)] +
1

2
C̄Bf

≤ 1− αγk−1

γ2
k−1

E[h(xk−1)] +
1

2
C̄Bf +

1

2
C̄Bf

≤ . . . ≤ 1− αγ0

γ2
0

h(x0) +
k + 1

2
C̄Bf (4.44)

where the last inequality uses E[h(x0)] = h(x0). Therefore,

E
[
h(xk+1)

]
≤ 1− αγ0

γ2
0

γ2
kh(x0) +

k + 1

2
γ2
kC̄

B
f
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which establishes (4.39).

Lemma 3 (Primal-dual convergence). Let {γk}k=0,1,... satisfy (4.38) and γk+1 ≤ γk, ∀k ≥ 0.

If f(x) is convex and {xk}k=1,2,... is generated by Algorithm 7, then for all K ∈ {1, . . . , k} it

holds that

gk ≤
E
[
h(xK)

]
α(k −K + 1)γk

+
C̄Bf γ

2
K

2αγk
. (4.45)

Proof. Lemma 1 asserts that

αγkE[g(xk)] ≤ E
[
h(xk)

]
− E

[
h(xk+1)

]
+ γ2

kC̄
B
f /2. (4.46)

From gk ≤ E[g(xk)] and (4.46), it follows that

αgk

k∑
κ=K

γκ ≤α
k∑

κ=K

γκE[g(xκ)]

≤
k∑

κ=K

(
E [h(xκ)]− E

[
h(xκ+1)

])
+
C̄Bf
2

k∑
κ=K

γ2
κ

=E
[
h(xK)

]
− E

[
h(xk+1)

]
+
C̄Bf
2

k∑
κ=K

γ2
κ

≤E
[
h(xK)

]
+
C̄Bf
2

(k −K + 1)γ2
K (4.47)

where the last inequality follows from E[h(xk+1)] ≥ 0 and γk+1 ≤ γk. On the other hand, since

γκ ≥ γk, ∀κ ≤ k, one arrives at

k∑
κ=K

γκ ≥ (k −K + 1)γk. (4.48)

Finally, (4.45) follows after combining (4.47) with (4.48), and dividing both sides of the resulting

inequality by α(k −K + 1)γk.

Upon establishing Lemmas 2 and 3, it is handy to prove Theorem 1 as follows.
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4.5.1 Proof of Theorem 1

In order to apply Lemmas 2 and 3, we need to show that the sequence {γk} in (4.15) satis-

fies (4.38). Obviously, {γk} satisfies (4.38a). To show {γk} satisfies (4.38b), plug (4.15) into

the left-hand side of (4.38b), yielding

1− αγk+1

γ2
k+1

=
[δ(k + 1)ρ + 2− α]2 − α2

4

≤ [δ(k + 1)ρ + 2− α]2

4
≤ [δ(k + 1)ρ − δ + 2]2

4
(4.49)

where the last inequality follows from δ ≤ α ≤ 1. Consider the auxiliary function ϕ(x) :=

(x+ c)ρ − xρ − c, x ≥ 0 for some constant c ≥ 1, and its first-order derivative

ϕ′(x) = ρ(x+ 1)ρ−1 − ρxρ−1, x ≥ 0.

Since ρ ≤ 1, it holds that ϕ′(x) ≤ 0, and thus,

ϕ(x) ≤ ϕ(0) = cρ − c ≤ 0, ∀x ≥ 0

or,

(x+ c)ρ − c ≤ xρ, ∀x ≥ 0. (4.50)

Multiplying both sides of (4.50) by δ, and setting c = 1 and x = k gives rise to

0 ≤ δ(k + 1)ρ − δ ≤ δkρ, ∀k ≥ 0. (4.51)

Combining (4.49) and (4.51) yields

1− αγk+1

γ2
k+1

≤ [δkρ + 2]2

4
=

1

γ2
k

which confirms that the sequence {γk} defined in (4.15) satisfies (4.38b).

Expression (4.23) then follows directly by substituting (4.15) into (4.39). To show (4.24),
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apply Lemma 3 to verify that

αgk ≤
E
[
h(xK)

]
γ2

0(k −K + 1)γk
+
C̄Bf γ

2
K

2γk

≤
(1− αγ0)γ2

K−1h(x0)

γ2
0(k −K + 1)γk

+
KC̄Bf γ

2
K−1

2(k −K + 1)γk
+
C̄Bf γ

2
K

2γk

≤
(1− α) γ2

K−1h(x0)

(k −K + 1)γk
+
γ2
K−1C̄

B
f (k + 1)

2γk(k −K + 1)

≤
γ2
K−1

k −K + 1
·

(k + 1)C̄Bf + 2(1− α)h(x0)

2γk
(4.52)

for all K ∈ {1, . . . , k}, where the second inequality stems from (4.39) and the third one follows

from γK ≤ γK−1 and γ0 = 1. The next step is to bound the first quotient in the right-hand side

of (4.52). To this end, set c = 2/δ and x = K − 1 in (4.50) to deduce that

γK−1 =
2

δ(K − 1)ρ + 2
≤ 2

δ(K − 1 + 2/δ)ρ
. (4.53)

Now set K = dµ(k + 2/δ)e, where µ is an arbitrary constant. Since K ∈ {1, . . . , k}, µ needs

to satisfy

0 < µ ≤ k

k + 2/δ
. (4.54)

Because

dµ(k + 2/δ)e − 1 + 2/δ ≥ µ(k + 2/δ)− 2 + 2/δ ≥ µ(k + 2/δ) > 0

it follows from (4.53) that

γK−1 ≤
2

δµρ(k + 2/δ)ρ
.

Therefore,

γ2
K−1

k −K + 1
≤ 4

δ2(k −K + 1)µ2ρ(k + 2/δ)2ρ

≤ 4

δ2[k − µ(k + 2/δ)]µ2ρ(k + 2/δ)2ρ
. (4.55)
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Minimizing the right-hand side with respect to µ in the interval (4.54) yields

γ2
K−1

k −K + 1
≤ 4(2ρ+ 1)2ρ+1

δ2(2ρ)2ρk2ρ+1
(4.56)

for µ = 2ρ
2ρ+1

k
k+2/δ .

From (4.52), gk can be upper bounded as

gk ≤
γ2
K−1

k −K + 1
·

(k + 1)C̄Bf + 2(1− α)h(x0)

2αγk

≤(2ρ+ 1)2ρ+1(δkρ + 2)

αδ2(2ρ)2ρ
·

(k + 1)C̄Bf + 2(1− α)h(x0)

k2ρ+1
.

where the second inequality follows from (4.56) and (4.15).

4.5.2 Proof of Proposition 1

To prove (4.28a) by induction, it clearly holds for k = 0, and assume that it holds also for a fixed

k ≥ 0. Then, one needs to show that

1

αk + 1 + α
≤ γk+1 ≤

2

αk + 2 + α
. (4.57)

To this end, define the auxiliary function

ϕ̂(x) :=

√
α2x4 + 4x2 − αx2

2
, x ≥ 0

which is monotonically increasing since

ϕ̂′(x) =
(α2x2 + 2)− αx

√
α2x2 + 4√

α2x2 + 4
> 0.

Thus, by the induction hypothesis we have

ϕ̂

(
1

αk + 1

)
≤ γk+1 = ϕ̂(γk) ≤ ϕ̂

(
2

αk + 2

)
. (4.58)

Note that

1− 2α

αk + 2 + α
≤
(

1− α

αk + 2 + α

)2

=

(
αk + 2

αk + 2 + α

)2
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or, equivalently,

1 ≤ 2α

αk + 2 + α
+

(
αk + 2

αk + 2 + α

)2

=

(
α

αk + 2
+

αk + 2

αk + 2 + α

)2

− α2

(αk + 2)2
. (4.59)

This inequality implies that

ϕ̂

(
2

αk + 2

)
=

1

αk + 2

√
4α2

(αk + 2)2
+ 4− 2α

(αk + 2)2
≤ 2

αk + 2 + α
. (4.60)

Combining (4.60) with the second inequality in (4.58) proves the second inequality in (4.57).

On the other hand, since (αk + 1 + α)2 ≥ α(αk + 1 + α) + (αk + 1)2, it holds that

α2

(αk + 1)2
+ 4 ≥ α2

(αk + 1)2
+

4α

αk + 1 + α
+

4(αk + 1)2

(αk + 1 + α)2

=

(
α

αk + 1
+

2(αk + 1)

αk + 1 + α

)2

. (4.61)

Thus,

ϕ̂

(
1

αk + 1

)
=

1

2(αk + 1)

√
α2

(αk + 1)2
+ 4− α

2(αk + 1)2
≥ 1

αk + 1 + α
. (4.62)

Combining (4.62) with the first inequality in (4.58) proves the first inequality in (4.57), thus

concluding the proof of (4.28a).

To prove (4.28b), one can also proceed by induction. First, γ1 ≤ γ0 since
√
α2+4−α

2 ≤ 1.

Assuming γk−1 ≤ γk, it follows that γk ≤ γk+1 since ϕ̂(x) is nondecreasing.

4.5.3 Proof of Theorem 2

To check whether (4.27) meets (4.38), note that (4.38a) follows from (4.28a), whereas (4.27)

implies that (4.38b) holds with equality. Because (4.27) satisfies (4.38) and (4.28b), the compu-

tational bounds in (4.29) and (4.30) for RB-FW with step-size sequence (4.27) can be derived by

plugging (4.28a) into Lemmas 2 and 3.

Inequality (4.29) readily follows from (4.39) and (4.28a). To prove (4.30), note that (4.52)
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holds because of γ0 = 1 and (4.28). Meanwhile, by the second inequality in (4.28a), the step

size in (4.27) satisfies (4.56) for q = α and ρ = 1, that is

γ2
K−1

k −K + 1
≤ 27

α2k3
. (4.63)

Plugging (4.28a) together with (4.63) into (4.52), yields (4.30).



Chapter 5

Scalable Microgrid Energy
Management

This chapter begins with the development of approximate single- and multi-phase microgrid

models (Section 5.1). Building on these approximate models, local reactive power control rules

for maintaining bus voltage magnitudes within desirable levels are devised in Section 5.2. To

improve performance of the aforementioned localized protocols, optimal decentralized energy

management schemes that require communication only between neighbors are put forth in

Section 5.3. Numerical tests on the IEEE 123-bus feeder are presented in Section 5.4.

5.1 Microgrid Modeling

Approximate models for radial single- and multi-phase grids are presented in this section.

5.1.1 Modeling of Single-phase Grids

Distribution grids are typically operated as radial. A single-phase grid with N + 1 buses can

be modeled by a tree graph G = (No,L) whose nodes No := {0, . . . , N} correspond to buses,

and whose edges L correspond to distribution lines with cardinality |L| = N . The feeder bus

is indexed by n = 0, whereas every non-feeder bus n ∈ N = {1, . . . , N} has a unique parent

bus denoted by πn. Without loss of generality, nodes can be numbered such that πn < n for all

n ∈ N . For every bus n ∈ No, let vn be its squared voltage magnitude, and sn = pn + jqn its

64
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complex power injection.

The distribution line connecting bus n with its parent πn is indexed by n. For every line

n ∈ L, let zn = rn + jxn, `n, and Sn = Pn + jQn be the line impedance, the squared current

magnitude, and the complex power flow sent from the sending bus πn, respectively. If Cn is the

set of children buses for bus n, the grid can be modeled by the branch flow model [5], [6]

sn =
∑
n′∈Cn

Sn′ − Sn + `nzn (5.1a)

vn = vπn − 2 Re[z?nSn] + `n|zn|2 (5.1b)

|Sn|2 = vπn`n (5.1c)

for all n ∈ N , and the initial condition s0 =
∑

n′∈C0 Sn′ .

For notational brevity, collect all nodal quantities related to non-feeder buses in vectors

p := [p1 · · · pN ]>, q := [q1 · · · qN ]>, and v := [v1 · · · vN ]>. Similarly for lines, introduce

vectors r := [r1 · · · rN ]>, x := [x1 · · · xN ]>, P := [P1 · · · PN ]>, and Q := [Q1 · · · QN ]>.

Define further the complex vectors s := p + jq, z := r + jx, and S := P + jQ. According to

the approximate LinDistFlow model, the grid is described by the linear equations [5], [6]

s = A>S (5.2a)

Av = 2 Re[Z?S]− a0v0 (5.2b)

where v0 is the squared voltage magnitude at the feeder; matrix Z is defined as Z := diag(z);

and A is the reduced branch-bus incidence matrix enjoying the following properties.

Proposition 2 ([67]). The negative of the reduced branch-bus incidence matrix −A and its

inverse F := −A−1 satisfy:

(p1) they are both lower triangular with unit eigenvalues;

(p2) F ≥ 0; and Fa0 = 1N

where Ã = [a0 A] is the full branch-bus incidence matrix.

Equation (5.2a) can be now expressed as S = −F>s. Substituting the latter into (5.2b), and

premultiplying by −F yields v = 2 Re
[
FZ?F>s

]
+ v0Fa0. Proposition 2 and the properties of
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the real part operator provide [5], [36]

v = Rp + Xq + v01N (5.3)

where R := 2F diag(r)F> and X := 2F diag(x)F>; see also [13] for a linear approximation

model relating complex voltages to complex injections. It is well understood that in transmission

grids and under regular load conditions and high reactance-to-resistance ratios, the nodal voltage

magnitudes are approximately independent of active power injections. On the contrary, the

approximate model of (5.3) confirms that voltage magnitudes in distribution grids depend

significantly not only on reactive but active injections too. The dependence is roughly linear with

the following properties.

Remark 3. Although F is lower triangular, matrices R and X are generally full. Hence, local

injection deviations affect voltage magnitudes globally.

Remark 4. Assuming r and x to be strictly positive, R and X are symmetric and strictly positive-

definite by definition; cf. [36] for a more elaborate proof. Further, their inverses are expressed as

R−1 = 1
2A> diag−1(r)A and X−1 = 1

2A> diag−1(x)A.

Remark 5. Since F ≥ 0, it follows readily that R ≥ 0 and X ≥ 0. Hence, injecting more active

or reactive power at any bus raises the voltage magnitudes in the entire grid.

5.1.2 Modeling of Multi-phase Grids

The focus shifts next to modeling multi-phase grids. For ease of exposition, it is first assumed that

all buses are served by all three phases. For this reason, system variables are now represented by

3-dimensional vectors. Slightly abusing the notation used in Section 5.1.1, the complex voltages

and the power injections at all phases of bus n here are denoted by ṽn and sn, respectively.

Similarly, the complex currents and the complex power flows on all phases of line n are

represented by ĩn and Sn, respectively. The coupling across phases provides the multivariate

version of Ohm’s law:

ṽn = ṽπn − Znĩn (5.4)
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where Zn = Z>n is the phase impedance matrix for line n. If Sn is the flow on line n seen from

bus πn, the flow received at bus n is

diag(ṽn)̃i?n = Sn − diag(Znĩn)̃i?n.

The multi-phase generalization of (5.1a) reads

sn =
∑
n′∈Cn

Sn′ − Sn + diag(Znĩn)̃i?n (5.5)

for all n ∈ N . As advocated in [40], to obtain the multi-phase equivalent of the voltage drop

equation (5.1b), multiply (5.4) by the complex Hermitian of each side, and maintain only the

diagonal of the resultant matrix:

diag
(
ṽnṽ

H
n

)
= diag

(
ṽπn ṽHπn

)
− 2 Re

[
diag

(
ṽπn ĩHn ZHn

)]
+ diag

(
Znĩnĩ

H
n ZHn

)
. (5.6)

The full AC model for this multiphase grid is completed by replicating the definition for flows

(5.1c) on a per phase basis. Similar to single-phase grids, the model involves computationally

inconvenient quadratic equations, but convex relaxations render the model tractable under

appropriate conditions [40].

Alternatively, one may resort to the simpler approximate model of [40]. As for single-phase

grids, because Zn’s have relatively small entries, the last summands in the right-hand sides

(RHS) of (5.5) and (5.6) can be dropped. Regarding the second summand in the RHS of (5.6),

let us further assume that phase voltages are approximately balanced. By surrogating ṽn by ṽnα,

where α := [1 α α2]> and α = e−j
2π
3 , the complex current vector ĩn can be roughly expressed

as

ĩ?n ≈
1

ṽπn
diag(Sn)α? (5.7)

and the outer product ṽπn ĩHn can be thus replaced by ααH diag(Sn). Let vn be the vector of
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per-phase squared voltage magnitudes for all three phases on bus n

vn =


van

vbn

vcn

 = diag(ṽnṽ
H
n ).

Then, equation (5.6) permits the approximation

vπn − vn = 2 Re
[
diag

(
ααH diag(Sn)ZHn

)]
where the argument inside the real operator simplifies as

diag
(
α (Zn diag(S?n)α)H

)
= diag(α)Z?n diag(Sn)α?

= diag(α)ZHn diag(α?)Sn.

The equalities follow from the properties of the diag operator: diag(xyH) = diag(x)y? and

diag(x)y = diag(y)x. The approximate multi-phase model reads for all n ∈ N

sn =
∑
n′∈Cn

Sn′ − Sn (5.8a)

vπn − vn = 2 Re
[
Z̃?nSn

]
(5.8b)

Z̃n := diag(α?)Zn diag(α). (5.8c)

Building on the grid model of [40], we express (5.8) in a matrix-vector form and study the

involved matrices to better understand voltage regulation schemes. Heed that system variables

can be arranged either per bus or per phase. For example, the squared voltage magnitudes can be

stacked as

v̌ :=


v̌a

v̌b

v̌c

 or v :=


v1

...

vN

 (5.9)

where v̌φ := [vφ1 . . . vφN ]> for φ ∈ {a, b, c}. Likewise, injections can be arranged in š or s, and
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flows in Š or S. It can be easily verified that the aforementioned vector pairs are related by

v = Tv̌, s = Tš, S = TŠ (5.10)

for a common permutation matrix T compactly expressed as

T :=


I3 ⊗ e>1

...

I3 ⊗ e>N

 (5.11)

where en is the n-th column of IN . Being a permutation matrix, T satisfies T−1 = T>.

Algebraic manipulations postponed for the Appendix show that voltage magnitudes in multi-

phase grids are related to nodal injections as follows:

Proposition 3. Based on (5.8), it holds that

v = Rp + Xq + v013N (5.12)

where the involved matrices are defined as

R := 2M bdiag({Re[Z̃n]})M> (5.13a)

X := 2M bdiag({Im[Z̃n]})M>, and (5.13b)

M := T(I3 ⊗ F)T> (5.13c)

and matrices Z̃n have been defined in (5.8c).

Proof of Proposition 3. Collecting (5.8b) for all n yields vπ − v = 2 Re
[
bdiag({Z̃n})Š

]
, or

via the permutations of (5.10), as

T (v̌π − v̌) = 2 Re
[
bdiag({Z̃n})TS

]
. (5.14)

Focus first on the LHS of (5.14). Observe that voltage drops between adjacent buses can

be alternatively expressed as v̌π,φ − v̌φ = Av̌φ + v0a0 for φ ∈ {a, b, c}. Stacking the latter
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equations across all phases yields

v̌π − v̌ = (I3 ⊗A)v̌ + v013 ⊗ a0. (5.15)

Regarding the RHS of (5.14), recall that flows are decoupled across phases. The grid topology

and (5.8a) dictate that šφ = A>Šφ, or equivalently, Šφ = −F>šφ for all φ. Stacking flows

across all phases yields

Š = −(I3 ⊗ F>)š. (5.16)

Plugging (5.15)–(5.16) into (5.14), and solving for v̌ results in

v̌ =− 2 Re
[
(I3 ⊗A)−1T−1 bdiag({Zn})T(I3 ⊗ F>)š

]
− v0(I3 ⊗A)−1(13 ⊗ a0). (5.17)

Using the facts A−1 = −F, T−1 = T>, Fa0 = 1N , and properties of the Kronecker product,

(5.17) becomes

v̌ =2 Re
[
(I3 ⊗ F)T> bdiag({Z̃n})T(I3 ⊗ F>)š

]
+ v013N .

Substituting š = T>s and v̌ = T−1v proves the claim.

According to (5.8a), power injections and flows are approximately decoupled across phases.

Nonetheless, Proposition 3 asserts that squared voltage magnitudes depend on power injections

from all phases. Building on the approximate microgird models (5.3) and (5.12), localized

reactive power control schemes for voltage regulation are developed next.

5.2 Localized Reactive Power Control

Posing voltage regulation as an optimal power flow instance leads to a constrained optimization

problem. Given that voltage regulation constraints couple reactive injections across the grid,

developing localized solutions becomes challenging. To derive such solutions, the voltage

regulation goal is relaxed here and posed as the generic minimization problem

min
q∈Q

f(q) + c(q) (5.18)
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where f(q) is the cost of squared voltage magnitudes v deviating from their nominal value

v01; c(q) =
∑N

n=1 cn(qn) is a separable function modeling the potential cost for reactive power

compensation; and Q is the feasible set of reactive injections. Since reactive power injections by

DG inverters can be adjusted in real-time, whereas utility-owned voltage regulating equipment

responds typically at a slower pace (e.g., every few minutes or hourly), the latter choice is

assumed fixed to a value and it will not be considered here. Particular instances of the generic

setup in (5.18) are instantiated next for single-phase grids.

5.2.1 Schemes for Single-phase Grids

A viable voltage deviation cost is f1(q) := 1
2‖v−v01‖22. This cost function tries to keep squared

voltage magnitudes close to the nominal value v0. Assuming c(q) = 0 and Q = RN , problem

(5.18) boils down to the unconstrained quadratic program

min
q

1
2‖Rp + Xq‖22. (5.19)

Localized voltage regulation schemes assuming unlimited reactive power support have also been

considered in [124] and [74]. Obviously, since X is invertible, problem (5.19) has the unique

minimizer q∗ = −X−1Rp that achieves perfect voltage regulation v(q∗) = v01. Finding q∗

requires knowing the active injections p over all buses. Using the structure of R and X, vector

q∗ can be alternatively expressed as

q∗ = A> diag

({
rn
xn

})
P. (5.20)

The entry q∗n is a linear combination of the active powers flowing in and out of bus n with

the related rn/xn ratios as coefficients. Although Pn denotes the power flow seen from the

sending end of line n, the receiving end will measure approximately −Pn due to the small loss

assumption. The minimizer (5.20) can be found in a localized way only if bus n measures power

flows on incident lines.

Alternatively, a gradient descent scheme would iteratively update reactive injections over

iteration k as

qk+1 = qk − µgk (5.21)

where µ > 0 is a step size, and gk = X>(Rp + Xqk) = X(vk − v01) is the gradient of f1(q)
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at qk. Unfortunately, such a scheme cannot be implemented in a localized fashion. However, the

next proposition asserts that the rule

qk+1 = qk − µ(vk − v01) (5.22)

converges to q∗ for an appropriately small µ.

Proposition 4. If µ ∈
(
0, 2λmin(X)/λ2

max(X)
)
, the rule of (5.22) converges to the minimizer

of (5.19).

Proof of Proposition 4. The claim is an application of [7, Prop. 2.1]. The Lipschitz constant of

∇f1(q) is λ2
max(X). Observe also that ‖gk‖22 = (vk−v01)>XX>(vk−v01) ≤ λ2

max(X)‖vk−
v01‖22, or

‖vk − v01‖2 ≥
1

λmax(X)
‖gk‖2.

Note further that (vk−v01)>gk = (vk−v01)>X(vk−v01) ≥ λmin(X)‖vk−v01‖22, implying

that (vk − v01) is a descent direction for f1(qk) – although not the steepest one.

The descent rule in (5.22) scaled by a diagonal matrix has been shown to converge for a more

detailed model in [124]. Solving (5.19) may be of little practical use: Distributed generation

units may not be installed on every bus and their reactive power resources are limited. Moreover,

the power electronics found on a photovoltaic (PV) at bus n have finite apparent power capability

sn, which limits qn depending on the current active injection (solar generation) as p2
n + q2

n ≤ s2
n

or |qn| ≤
√
s2
n − p2

n. In general, q is constrained to lie within the time-varying but known box

Q := {q : q
n
≤ qn ≤ qn ∀n} where (q

n
, qn) are the associated lower and upper bounds for the

reactive power injection in bus n. It will be henceforth assumed that q
n
≤ 0 ≤ qn, even though

our analysis can be readily extended otherwise too. Buses without reactive power support can be

obviously modeled by selecting q
n

= qn = 0.

In this practically pertinent setup where the voltage regulation problem in (5.18) is con-

strained as q ∈ Q, one could try implementing the projected version of (5.22), that is

qk+1 =
[
qk − µ(vk − v01)

]
Q

(5.23)

where [x]Q := arg minz∈Q ‖x− z‖2 denotes the projection operator on Q. Unfortunately, this
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Figure 5.1: The control rule of (5.28).

seemingly meaningful control rule is not guaranteed to converge [11].

A localized voltage regulation scheme can be obtained via a different voltage deviation cost

f(q). As advocated in [36], a meaningful choice is the cost

f2(q) =
1

2
‖Rp + Xq‖2X−1 (5.24)

with the rotated norm defined as ‖x‖2B := x>Bx for B � 0. As proved in [67], the cost in

(5.24) is equivalent to f2(q) = 1
4

∑N
n=1

(vπn−vn)2

xn
. Although minimizing f2(q) over q ∈ Q

penalizes scaled voltage magnitude deviations between adjacent buses, obviously, it does not

guarantee that voltages will lie within any desired range. Nevertheless, f2(q) has the important

feature that its gradient

∇f2(q) = Rp + Xq = v(q)− v01 (5.25)

equals the deviation of squared voltage magnitudes from the nominal, and its n-th entry can be

measured locally at bus n.

To deter engaging PV power inverters for negligible voltage deviations, a reactive power

compensation cost c(q) should be also considered. Given that negative and positive reactive

power injections are equally important, a reasonable option for voltage regulation would be

solving the problem

min
q∈Q

h2(q) = f2(q) + c(q) (5.26)

where c(q) :=
∑N

n=1 cn|qn|. Again, due to the strong convexity of f2(q), problem (5.26) has

a unique minimizer in Q. As shown in [67], the minimizer of (5.26) can be found via simple
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proximal gradient iterations: At iterate k, each bus n measures the quantity

ykn := qkn − µ(vkn − v0) (5.27)

for a step size µ > 0. Voltage magnitude deviations vkn − v0 are assumed to be acquired without

noise. It then updates its reactive power injection according to the control rule

qk+1
n := Sµ(ykn; cn, qn, qn). (5.28)

The operator Sµ(y; c, q, q) is defined as

Sµ(y; c, q, q) :=



+q , y > q + µc

y − µc , µc < y ≤ q + µc

0 , − µc ≤ y ≤ µc
y + µc , q − µc ≤ y < −µc
q , y < q − µc

(5.29)

and is shown in Figure 5.1. The proximal gradient rule can be applied for any other option of

convex and separable reactive power compensation cost c(q) =
∑N

n=1 cn(qn). Two interesting

cases are discussed next.

Remark 6. In the absence of reactive power compensation cost, that is when cn(qn) = 0 for all

n, the operator Sµ(yn; 0, q
n
, qn) simply projects yn onto [q

n
, qn].

Remark 7. Reference [36] considers the reactive power compensation costs cn(qn) = cn2
2 q2

n +

cn|qn| with positive parameters cn and cn2 for all n. In this case, a proximal gradient scheme

would yield the update qk+1
n := Sµ(ŷkn; cn, qn, qn), where ŷkn := (1 + µcn2)qkn − µ(vkn − v0);

[cf. (5.27)–(5.28)].

If the step size is selected as µ ∈
(
0, 2λ−1

max(X)
)
, the control rule of (5.27)–(5.28) converges

to the minimizer of (5.26) [83]. Actually, with the optimal step size µ = λ−1
max(X), the con-

vergence rate is linear, but proportional to the condition number κ(X) := λmax(X)/λmin(X)

of matrix X. It is worth stressing that κ(X) can be relatively large: the Southern California

Edison 47-bus grid and the IEEE 34-bus benchmark exhibit κ(X) = 1.6× 104 and 5.5× 104,

respectively [34], [104]. Ways to improve the convergence speed are reviewed next.
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5.2.2 Accelerated Control Schemes

A way to speed up proximal gradient schemes is via diagonal scaling. In detail, the reactive

injection variables q can be transformed to q̆ as q = D1/2q̆ for a diagonal matrix D � 0.

Instead of (5.26), we can solve the equivalent problem

min
D1/2q̆∈Q

h2(D1/2q̆)

through the proximal gradient method. The update for the transformed variable q̆k+1 is found as

the solution to

min
D1/2q̆∈Q

c(D1/2q̆) + 1
2µ‖q̆− (q̆k − µD1/2∇f2(D1/2q̆k))‖22

and the convergence rate now depends on κ
(
D1/2XD1/2

)
. Translating the iterations back to

the original variables q yields

qk+1:= arg min
q∈Q

c(q) + 1
2µ‖q− (qk − µD∇f2(qk))‖2D−1 (5.30)

which is separable across buses as

qk+1
n = arg min

q
n
≤qn≤q̄n

dncn|qn|+
1

2µ

(
qn − ukn

)2
(5.31)

where ukn := qkn−µdn(vkn−v0). It can be easily verified that the minimizer of (5.30) is provided

by the control rule

qk+1
n := Sµdn(ukn; dncn, qn, qn) (5.32)

where dn is the n-th diagonal entry of the scaling matrix D. The control rule in (5.32) corresponds

to the rule of (5.27)–(5.28) with the step size µ adjusted to µdn per bus n. The scaling matrix

D could be selected to minimize κ
(
D1/2XD1/2

)
. A relatively simple choice for D is to

assign vector diag(X) on the main diagonal of D−1. This option sets the diagonal entries of

D1/2XD1/2 to unity. To meet faster voltage regulation rates, the accelerated voltage regulation

scheme of [67] is reviewed and simplified next.

In [67], we derived an accelerated proximal gradient scheme by adapting Nesterov’s method [81].

The corresponding control rule was shown to be a simple modification of (5.28) (see [67] for
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details):

qk+1
n := Sµ(ỹkn; cn, qn, qn) (5.33)

where variable ỹkn is updated using the ykn from (5.27) as

ỹkn := (1 + βk)y
k
n − βkyk−1

n (5.34)

with βk = k−1
k+2 for all k ≥ 1. Compared to (5.28), the control rule in (5.33) introduces memory

in calculating ỹkn as a linear combination of ykn and yk−1
n . The linear combination coefficients

depend on the time-varying βk that converges to 1. Note that the formula for βk has been

simplified from the one used in [67, Eqs. (20)-(21)].

If the step size is selected as µ = λ−1
max(X) and the sequence βk is reset to zero every

2
√
κ(X) iterations, the reactive control rule of (5.33) converges linearly to an ε-optimal cost

value within −2 log ε
log 2

√
κ(X) iterations. For grids with high κ(X), this modified scheme offers

accelerated convergence. Numerical tests show that even without resetting the sequences and

without knowing precisely λmax(X), the rule in (5.33) offers superior performance over both

rules (5.28) and (5.32).

Remark 8. The IEEE 1547.8 standard suggests the following reactive power injection rule for

the DG at bus n [55]

qk+1
n = S̃n(v0 − vkn) (5.35)

where the function S̃n is an increasing piecewise linear function similar to the one shown

in Figure 5.1. Comparing (5.35) with the control rules of (5.28) or (5.32), suggests that all

control rules have similar computational requirements. Nevertheless, the rule in (5.35) can

exhibit oscillations as reported in [35], while the schemes presented here exhibit well-understood

convergence properties.

5.2.3 Protocols for Multi-phase Grids

Distributed generation and demand-response programs can lead to unbalanced conditions. This

section aims at generalizing the schemes of Section 5.2.1 for multi-phase grids. The problem

of voltage regulation in multi-phase grids can be posed as in (5.18); yet now the dependence

of squared voltage magnitudes on nodal injections is governed by the model in (5.12). Before

devising voltage regulation schemes, critical properties of the involved matrices are studied first.
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Let us focus on the 3× 3 complex matrices Z̃n defined in (5.8). Let zijn = rijn + jxijn be the

(i, j)-th entry of Zn. From the symmetry of Zn and the identity α2 = α? = −1
2 + j

√
3

2 , matrix

Z̃n becomes

Z̃n = diag(α?)Zn diag(α) =


z11
n α?z12

n αz13
n

αz21
n z22

n α?z23
n

α?z31
n αz32

n z33
n

 .
Therefore, matrix Im[Z̃n] can be decomposed as

Im[Z̃n] = X̃n + R̃n (5.36a)

X̃n =
1

2


2x11

n −x12
n −x13

n

−x12
n 2x22

n −x23
n

−x13
n −x23

n 2x33
n

 (5.36b)

R̃n =

√
3

2


0 −r12

n r13
n

r12
n 0 −r23

n

−r13
n r23

n 0

 (5.36c)

where X̃n is a symmetric matrix (X̃n = X̃>n ) associated to the reactive part of Zn, and R̃n is an

anti-symmetric matrix (R̃n = −R̃>n ) depending on the resistive part of Zn. Using (5.36), the

next fact holds:

Proposition 5. If X̃n is strictly diagonally dominant with positive diagonal entries, then

Im[Z̃n] � 0.

To prove Proposition 5, it suffices to show that the symmetric component of Im[Z̃n] is strictly

positive-definite. If mutual and self-reactances satisfy 2xiin >
∑

j 6=i |x
ij
n | for all i, then X̃n is

diagonally dominant with positive diagonal entries, and thus, X̃n � 0. Due to the structure of

distribution lines, the aforementioned inequalities are satisfied in general.

The decomposition in (5.36) carries over to X in (5.13b) as:

X = Xx + Xr (5.37)
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where Xx := 2M bdiag({X̃n})M> is symmetric, and Xr := 2M bdiag({R̃n})M> is anti-

symmetric. Because M is invertible, matrix X is positive-definite if and only if matrix

bdiag({X̃n}) is, hence leading to the corollary:

Corollary 1. If Im[Zn] is strictly diagonally dominant with positive diagonal entries for all n,

then X � 0.

We next elaborate on how bus voltage magnitudes are affected by reactive power injections.

According to (5.12), vector v̌ is linearly related to reactive injections q̌ via the matrix

X̌ := T>XT (5.38)

= 2(I3 ⊗ F)T> bdiag({Im[Z̃n]})T(I3 ⊗ F>).

The effect of reactive power injection q̌j to the squared voltage magnitude v̌i is described by the

(i, j) entry of X̌. Let entry i correspond to phase φi of bus ni, and entry j to phase φj of bus nj .

It can be verified that

X̌i,j = (eφi ⊗ eni)
>X̌(eφj ⊗ enj )

= (eφi ⊗ fni)
>T> bdiag({Im[Z̃n]})T(eφj ⊗ fnj )

where f>k is the k-th row of matrix F. By the definition of T in (5.11), the products T(eφi ⊗ fni)

and T(eφj ⊗ fnj ) can be expressed as fni ⊗ eφi and fnj ⊗ eφj , respectively. Exploiting the

structure of bdiag({Im[Z̃n]}) and since F is lower triangular, the entry X̌i,j can be expressed as

X̌i,j =

min{ni,nj}∑
k=1

Im[Z̃k]φi,φjFni,kFnj ,k. (5.39)

Recall that F has non-negative entries, while for overhead distribution lines the parameters xφiφjn

and rφiφjn appearing in (5.36b)–(5.36c) are typically non-negative. According to (5.39), three

cases can be distinguished:

(c1) If φi = φj , X̌i,j =
∑min{ni,nj}

k=1 xφiφik Fni,kFnj ,k > 0. Thus, as in single-phase grids,

injecting more reactive power into a bus raises voltages at all buses in the same phase.
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(c2) When (φi, φj) ∈ {(a, b), (b, c), (c, a)}, it follows that

X̌i,j = −1

2

min{ni,nj}∑
k=1

(
xφiφik +

√
3r
φiφj
k

)
Fni,kFnj ,k < 0.

Thus, injecting more reactive power into a bus decreases the voltage magnitudes at all buses of

the preceding phase in the positive sequence ordering.

(c3) If (φi, φj) ∈ {(a, c), (b, a), (c, b)}, then

X̌i,j = −1
2

min{ni,nj}∑
k=1

(
xφiφik −

√
3r
φiφj
k

)
Fni,kFnj ,k.

Thus, the effect of reactive power injections into one phase to the voltage magnitudes of the

following phase depends on the differences xφiφik −
√

3r
φiφj
k appearing in the last sum. Actually,

if every bus serves all phases and since |xφiφik −
√

3r
φiφj
k | ≤ xφiφik +

√
3r
φiφj
k , the effect of one

phase to the following phase is less significant than its effect on the previous phase.

An illustration of the influence patterns across phases is shown in Figure 5.2. Evidenced by

the previous analysis and Fig. 5.2, decreasing reactive injections in phase b to cater over-voltage

conditions on phase b would aggravate possible over-voltage problems on phase a. In this context,

voltage regulation becomes even more challenging in multi-phase grids.

Similar to single-phase grids, let us first consider the simplest voltage regulation scenario:

The voltage deviation cost is f1(q) = 1
2‖v − v013N‖22, there is no reactive power compensation

cost c(q), and reactive power is unconstrained:

min
q

1
2‖Rp + Xq‖22. (5.40)

Again, the positive-definiteness of X [cf. Corollary. 1] guarantees the uniqueness of the minimizer

in (5.40). Contrary to the single-phase case though, the minimizer of (5.40) cannot be found

locally even if bus n measures all phase flows on its incident lines [cf. (5.20)] because of the

structure of R and X.

Similar to single-phase grids, a gradient descent scheme cannot be implemented locally.

However, the simple update

qk+1 = qk − µ(vk − v01) (5.41)
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Figure 5.2: Matrix X̌ (normalized to unity maximum entry) relating voltage magnitudes v̌ to
reactive power injections q̌ for the IEEE 13-bus grid benchmark depicts the coupling across
phases.

still constitutes a convergent rule:

Proposition 6. If µ ∈
(

0, 2λmin(Xx)
λmax(X>X)

)
, the rule of (5.41) converges to the minimizer of (5.40).

Proof for Proposition 6. As in Prop. 4, showing Prop. 6 relies on an application of [7, Prop. 2.1].

In this case, the Lipschitz constant for ∇f1(q) is λmax(X>X), and it also holds that ‖vk −
v01‖2 ≥ λ

−1/2
min (X>X)‖∇f1(qk)‖2. The critical point in the multi-phase grid case though is

that the positive-definiteness of Xx guarantees that (vk−v01) is a descent direction, since (vk−
v01)>∇f1(qk) = (vk−v01)>X>(vk−v01) = (vk−v01)>Xx(vk−v01) ≤ λmin(Xx)‖vk−
v01‖22.

The key point here is that albeit X is not symmetric, it is still positive-definite under

the assumptions of Corollary 1. Hence, rule (5.41) remains a valid descent direction for the

unconstrained problem in (5.40).

Reactive power injections are typically constrained in a feasible setQ, and there may also be

some reactive power compensation cost c(q). In that case, the update in (5.41) is not practical.

Recall that for single-phase grids with constrained reactive resources, the original voltage

magnitude deviation function f1(q) = 1
2‖v − v01‖22 was replaced by a rotated Euclidean norm

of the voltage deviations, namely f2(q) = 1
2‖X

−1/2(v − v01)‖22, which resulted in localized
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updates. The choice of f1(q) would fail yielding localized solutions in multi-phase grids too.

Although X in multi-phase grids is positive-definite, the lack of symmetry does not allow us to

extend the approach with f2(q).

Nonetheless, let us study the behavior of the control rule of (5.28) under unbalanced condi-

tions. Assume that the DG unit at each bus performs the control rule of (5.27)–(5.28) that can be

equivalently expressed as (cf. [67])

yk = qk − µ(vk − v01) (5.42a)

qk+1 = proxµc,Q[yk] (5.42b)

where the proximal operator is defined as

proxµc,Q [y] := arg min
w∈Q

µc(w) + 1
2‖w − y‖22. (5.43)

Compared to the single-phase grid case, the major difference is that now v is related to q

according to the model in (5.12). The iterates produced by (5.42) satisfy:

‖qk+1 − qk‖2 = ‖ proxµc,Q[yk]− proxµc,Q[yk−1]‖2

≤ ‖yk − yk−1‖2 = ‖ (I− µX)
(
qk − qk−1

)
‖2

≤ ‖I− µX‖2‖qk − qk−1‖2.

where the first inequality follows from the non-expansive property of the proximal operator

(cf. [83, Prop. 5.1.8]); the equality from (5.42a); and the last inequality from the definition of the

maximum singular value. If µ is selected such that ‖I − µX‖2 < 1, then (5.42) constitutes a

non-expansive mapping and it therefore converges to the equilibrium point defined by

q∗ = proxµc,Q[q∗ − µ(v(q∗)− v01)] (5.44)

or, from the definition of the proximal operator in (5.43), by

q∗ = arg min
w∈Q

µc(w) + 1
2‖w − [q∗ − µ(v(q∗)− v01)]‖22.

Vector q∗ is thus defined as the minimizer of an optimization problem, and it cannot be expressed
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in closed form. Of course, the equilibrium point q∗ does not necessarily coincide with the

minimizer of any voltage regulation optimization problem. The next step size range guarantees

‖I− µX‖2 < 1, and therefore convergence of (5.42) (see the appendix for a proof):

Proposition 7. Let UΛU> be the eigenvalue decomposition of XX>. If

µ ∈
(

0, λmin

(
Λ−1/2U>(X + X>)UΛ−1/2

))
then ‖I− µX‖2 < 1.

Proof of Proposition 7. By definition, it holds that

‖I− µX‖22 = λmax

(
(I− µX)>(I− µX)

)
= λmax (I− µXµ)

where Xµ := X + X> − µXX>. Guaranteeing ‖I − µX‖2 < 1 is equivalent to satisfying

λmax (I− µXµ) < 1, or, simply 1−µλmin (Xµ) < 1. Granted that µ > 0, the latter is equivalent

to ensuring Xµ to be a positive-definite matrix, i.e., X + X> � µXX>. It can be easily verified

that pre/post-multiplying the aforementioned linear matrix inequality by Λ−1/2U>/UΛ−1/2

yields the condition imposed on µ by Proposition 7.

Practical distribution grids do not have all phases at all buses. The previous analysis carries

over to such cases, if the related entries of Zn’s and the corresponding (re)active power injections

are set to zero. For the eigendecompositions of XX> and X + X>, their rows and columns

related to non-existing bus-phase pairs are simply removed.

5.3 Distributed Multi-period Energy Management Schemes

The local reactive power control schemes described in 5.2 suffer from degraded performance in

multi-phase grids due to the inter-phase coupling. In addition, broadening the aforementioned

voltage regulation approaches to encompass control of the temporally correlated active loads,

e.g., EVs, is non-trivial. To manage both reactive power and temporally correlated active power,

this section first formulates a multi-period energy management program. Subsequently, the multi-

period problem is tackled using a decentralized scheme based on the ADMM and Frank-Wolfe

algorithms.
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5.3.1 Multi-period Scheduling in Multi-phase Microgrids

Consider a multi-phase distribution feeder comprising N + 1 buses indexed by n ∈ N :=

{0, 1, . . . , N}. The distribution grid that is assumed to be functionally radial, can be captured by

the approximate power flow model (5.8). For simplicity, only EV loads are taken into account in

demand management. Specifically, letMn,φ represent the set of vehicles located on phase φ of

bus n, and Mn,φ := |Mn,φ|. The base active and reactive power loads {(dn(t),qdn(t))} for all

n and t need to be predicted in advance. Active power loads pdn(t) consist of two parts: the base

loads dn(t) and the EV charging load. If pdn,φ(t) and dn,φ(t) are respectively the total active

load and the base load on phase φ of bus n, it holds that pdn,φ(t) = dn,φ(t) +
∑

m∈Mn,φ
em(t),

where em(t) denote the energy charge for vehicle m at slot t as defined in Chapter 4. The

cost f0(P0(t)) of power supply from the main grid is convex and known in advance. Variables

pgn(t) capture possible dispatchable generation distributed across the feeder, and fgn(pgn(t)) is

the associated convex quadratic cost for all n ∈ N and t ∈ T .

To capture operational constraints, the following limits are introduced. Let (
¯
pgn,φ,

¯
qgn,φ) be

the lower, and (p̄gn,φ, q̄
g
n,φ) the upper limits for distributed generation at phase φ ∈ Pn of bus

n. Define also (
¯
vn,φ, v̄n,φ) as the limits of squared voltage magnitudes at phase φ ∈ Pn of bus

n, S̄n as the apparent power flow limits on line n, and S̄f as the rated capacity of the feeder

transformer. The utility company aims to minimize the total operation cost by coordinating

generation dispatch and vehicle charging, while respecting operational and charging limitations.

The pertinent microgrid management task can be posed as follows:

min
∑
t∈T

[
f0(P0(t)) +

∑
n∈N

fgn (pgn(t))

]
(5.45a)

over {pgn(t),qgn(t),Pn(t),Qn(t),vn(t)}n∈N ,t∈T , {em}

s.to pgn(t)− pdn(t) =
∑
k∈Cn

Pk(t)−Pn(t), ∀ n, t (5.45b)

qgn(t)− qdn(t) =
∑
k∈Cn

Qk(t)−Qn(t), ∀ n, t (5.45c)

vπn(t)− vn(t) = Re{Z̄n(Pn(t) + jQn(t))},∀n, t (5.45d)

¯
pgn,φ ≤ p

g
n,φ(t) ≤ p̄gn,φ, ∀ φ ∈ Pn, n, t (5.45e)

¯
qgn,φ ≤ q

g
n,φ(t) ≤ q̄gn,φ, ∀ φ ∈ Pn, n, t (5.45f)
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¯
vn ≤ vn,φ(t) ≤ v̄n, ∀ φ ∈ Pn, n, t (5.45g)

P 2
n,φ(t) +Q2

n,φ(t) ≤ S̄2
n, ∀ φ ∈ Pn, n ∈ N+, t (5.45h)

pdn,φ(t) = dn,φ(t) +
∑

m∈Mn,φ

em(t),∀ φ ∈ Pn, n, t (5.45i)

em ∈ Em, ∀m (5.45j)

(1>P0(t))2 + (1>Q0(t))2 ≤ S̄2
f , ∀ t. (5.45k)

Constraints (5.45b)–(5.45d) originate from the power flow model; constraints (5.45e)–(5.45f)

enforce generation limits; voltage regulation is guaranteed via (5.45g); apparent power flows

are upper bounded by (5.45h); the equalities in (5.45i) define demands across phases and buses;

constraint (5.45j) is related to the per-vehicle charging profile; and (5.45k) results from the

capacity limit of the feeder transformer.

The cost functions and all the constraints apart from the EV charging constraint in (5.45j)

are separable across time. The capacity limit in (5.45k) couples flows across phases, while

the voltage regulation constraints in (5.45d) and (5.45g) couple variables across buses and

phases. For linear and convex quadratic costs, problem (5.45) can be reformulated as a standard

quadratically-constrained quadratic program and tackled by standard solvers in a centralized

manner. Nonetheless, for increasing grid sizes, longer time horizons T , and/or shorter con-

trol periods, tackling (5.45) could be challenging: Phase φ of bus n involves five variables

(vn,φ, pn,φ, qn,φ, Pn,φ, Qn,φ). Assuming for simplicity that every bus carries all three phases

results in a total of (15N + M)T variables. In addition, private information on a per-vehicle

basis needs to be collected and processed by the utility. These considerations motivate well the

scalable (both in space and time) and the privacy-preserving scheme for solving (5.45) that is

pursued next.

5.3.2 ADMM-based Distributed Solver

This section delineates an ADMM-based method for decomposing (5.45) into smaller sub-

problems. Notably, each subproblem either enjoys a closed-form solution or it can be tackled

efficiently by Algorithm 5 presented in Chapter 4. As a brief review, ADMM solves problems of
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Figure 5.3: Consensus and duplicate variables in the ADMM scheme. Variables connected by
blue dotted lines are constrained to be equal.

the form [14, 53]

min
x∈X ,z∈Z

{f(x) + g(z) : Fx + Gz = b} (5.46)

where f(x) and g(z) are convex functions; X and Z are convex sets; and (F,G,b) model the

linear equality constraints coupling variables x and z. In its normalized form, ADMM assigns a

Lagrange multiplier w for the equality constraint and solves (5.46) by iterating over the following

three recursions

xi+1 ∈ arg min
x∈X

f(x) + ρ
2‖Fx + Gzi − b + wi‖22 (5.47a)

zi+1 ∈ arg min
z∈Z

g(z) + ρ
2‖Fxi+1 + Gz− b + wi‖22 (5.47b)

wi+1 := wi + Fxi+1 + Gzi+1 − b (5.47c)

for some ρ > 0. At iteration i, the primal and dual residual for (5.47) capturing primal and dual

feasibility are defined as

oip := ‖Fxi + Gzi − b‖2

oid := ρ‖F>G(zi − zi−1)‖2. (5.48)

Under mild conditions, it has been shown that (oip, o
i
d) converge to zero as the iteration index

i goes to infinity, and that the objective function converges to the optimal value [14]. ADMM

has been applied to decentralize various power system tasks [24], [62], [85]. Related ideas are

adopted here to decouple the spatially-coupled constraints (5.45b)–(5.45d).
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To that end, each bus n ∈ N maintains a local copy of the variables associated with the

squared voltage magnitude of its parent bus, and the power flows feeding its children buses.

These auxiliary variables are marked with a hat as v̂n and {(P̂k, Q̂k)}k∈Cn . The duplicate

variable v̂n stored at bus n should agree with the original variable vπn stored at bus πn as

demonstrated in Fig. 5.3. To decentralize the computations, we further introduce the consensus

variable ṽπn , and impose the constraints vπn = ṽπn and v̂n = ṽπn for all non-leaf buses. The

spatially-coupled equality constraints vπn = ṽπn and v̂n = ṽπn are dualized in the ADMM

scheme. Consensus variables marked with a tilde are updated in the second step of ADMM, and

all the remaining variables are updated in the first step of ADMM. By repeating this process for

the power flow variables and for all n ∈ N , the physical grid model is decoupled across buses.

We also introduce duplicate variables {p̃dn(t)}n∈N for net loads to separate the tasks of EV

charging and generation dispatch. As detailed later, imposing the constraints p̃dn(t) = pdn(t) for

all n, enables isolating (5.45j) from the rest of the constraints in (5.45); resulting in localized EV

charging subproblems that is a special case of (4.2).

For a compact representation define the aggregate variables:

xn(t) :=
{

vn(t),pgn(t),pdn(t),qgn(t),Pn(t),Qn(t)
}

x̂n(t) :=
{

v̂n(t), {P̂k(t), Q̂k(t)}k∈Cn
}

z̃n(t) :=
{

ṽn(t), p̃gn(t), p̃dn(t), q̃gn(t), P̃n(t), Q̃n(t)
}

for all n ∈ N and t ∈ T . With the newly introduced variables, problem (5.45) can be equivalently

expressed as:

min
∑
t∈T

[
f0(P0(t)) +

∑
n∈N

fgn(p̃gn(t))

]
(5.49a)

over {xn(t), x̂n(t), z̃n(t)}n∈N ,t∈T , {em ∈ Em}m∈M,

s.to pgn(t)− pdn(t) =
∑
k∈Cn

P̂k(t)−Pn(t), ∀ n ∈ N , t (5.49b)

qgn(t)− qdn(t) =
∑
k∈Cn

Q̂k(t)−Qn(t), ∀ n ∈ N , t (5.49c)

v̂n(t)− vn(t) = Re{Z̄n(Pn(t) + jQn(t))}

∀n ∈ N+, t (5.49d)
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Table 5.1: Lagrange multipliers for problem (5.49)

pgn(t) = p̃gn(t) λpn(t) qgn(t) = q̃gn(t) λqn(t)

P̂n(t) = P̃n(t) λ̂Pn (t) Pn(t) = P̃n(t) λPn (t)

Q̂n(t) = Q̃n(t) λ̂Qn (t) Qn(t) = Q̃n(t) λQn (t)

v̂n(t) = ṽπn(t) λ̂vn(t) vn(t) = ṽn(t) λvn(t)

pdn(t) = p̃dn(t) λdn(t) Constraints (5.49l) µn,φ(t)

¯
pgn,φ ≤ p̃

g
n,φ(t) ≤ p̄gn,φ, ∀ φ ∈ Pn, n ∈ N , t (5.49e)

¯
qgn,φ ≤ q̃

g
n,φ(t) ≤ q̄gn,φ, ∀ φ ∈ Pn, n ∈ N , t (5.49f)

¯
vn ≤ ṽn,φ(t) ≤ v̄n, ∀ φ ∈ Pn, n ∈ N , t (5.49g)

P̃ 2
n,φ(t) + Q̃2

n,φ(t) ≤ S̄2
n, ∀ φ ∈ Pn, n ∈ N+, t (5.49h)

Pn(t) = P̃n(t), Qn(t) = Q̃n(t), vn(t) = ṽn(t),

∀ n ∈ N+, t (5.49i)

P̂n(t) = P̃n(t), Q̂n(t) = Q̃n(t), v̂n(t) = ṽπn(t),

∀ n ∈ N+, t (5.49j)

pgn(t) = p̃gn(t),pdn(t) = p̃dn(t),qgn(t) = q̃gn(t),

∀ n ∈ N , t (5.49k)

p̃dn,φ(t) = dn,φ(t) +
∑

m∈Mn,φ

em(t), ∀φ ∈ Pn, n, t (5.49l)

(1>P̃0(t))2 + (1>Q̃0(t))2 ≤ S̄2
f , ∀t (5.49m)

The equality constraints between duplicate variables in (5.49i)–(5.49l) are assigned Langrange

multipliers according to Table 5.1. Adopting the ADMM iterates of (5.47) to solve (5.49),

variables {xn(t), x̂n(t)}n∈N ,t∈T and {em}m∈M are updated in the first ADMM step, whereas

variables {{z̃n(t)}n∈N }t∈T are updated during the second ADMM step as detailed next.

The first step of our ADMM-based scheme is introduced next. Due to the form the generic

update (5.47a) takes for the problem at hand, variables {xn(t), x̂n(t)}n∈N ,t∈T can be updated

separately from the EV charging profiles {em}m∈M. The updates for these two variable sets are

studied next.

Heed that {xn(t), x̂n(t)}n∈N ,t∈T can be optimized independently across buses and time

periods. Nevertheless, for fixed bus and time indices (n, t), variables xn(t) and x̂n(t) are coupled

due to constraints (5.49b)–(5.49d). To simplify the presentation, we drop the time index and
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consider the canonical subproblems involved for all t ∈ T . Let ẑn :=
{

ṽπn , {P̃k, Q̃k}k∈Cn
}

for bus n ∈ N+. Variables xn and x̂n are updated during the i-th iteration as the minimizers of

min
xn,x̂n

‖xn − zin + λin‖22 + ‖x̂n − ẑin + λ̂in‖22

s.to (5.49b)− (5.49d). (5.50)

For n = 0 and due to the power supply cost from the main grid, variables (P0,Q0) are found as

the minimizers of

min
P0,Q0

‖x0 − zi0 + λi0‖22 + ‖x̂0 − ẑi0 + λ̂i0‖22 +
2

ρ
f0(P0)

s.to (5.49b)− (5.49c). (5.51)

Problems (5.50)–(5.51) are linearly-constrained quadratic programs with closed-form minimiz-

ers [15].

We next focus on updating the vehicle charging profiles {em}m∈M at iteration i. Inter-

estingly, the task of EV charging decouples over buses and phases. The charging profiles for

vehicles m ∈Mn,φ can be updated as the minimizers of

min
{em∈Em}m∈Mn,φ

1

2

∑
t∈T

lin,φ(t) +
∑

m∈Mn,φ

em(t)

2

(5.52)

where lin,φ(t) := dn,φ(t) − p̃d,in,φ(t) + µin,φ(t) and the Lagrange multiplier µin,φ(t) reflects the

network constraints. Note (5.52) is actually a special case of (4.2) with Ct(x) = x2/2, ∀t.
Hence, subproblem (5.52) can be solved using Algorithm 5 introduced in Section 4.2.

In the first step of ADMM, each bus n needs to collect ṽπn from its parent and {P̃k, Q̃k}k∈Cn
from all its children as depicted in Fig. 5.4a. Meanwhile, each bus n transfers p̃dn to its EV

scheduling center, where the charging profile of EVs are optimized using Algorithm 5.

The second step of the ADMM-based scheme is subsequently examined. Finding optimal

{z̃n(t)}n∈N ,t∈T can be performed independently across buses and time slots. Because of that,

time indices are ignored. Every bus n has to solve five sub-problems in parallel, each one

associated with the variables p̃gn, p̃dn, q̃gn, ṽn, and (P̃n, Q̃n). Firstly, updating p̃gn, p̃dn, q̃gn, and

ṽn decouples over phases of bus n too. It can be shown that per phase variables are updated
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(a) First step of ADMM. (b) Second step of ADMM.

Figure 5.4: Information exchange in the ADMM steps for bus n.

as the minimizers of a univariate convex quadratic function possibly over box constraints. If

the generation cost at bus n is fgn(p̃gn) :=
∑

φ∈Pn an,φ(pgn,φ)2 + bn,φp
g
n,φ + cn,φ with an,φ ≥ 0,

then p̃gn,φ is updated at iteration i by solving

min
p̃gn,φ

an,φ(p̃gn,φ)2 + bn,φp̃
g
n,φ + ρ

2(pg,in,φ − p̃
g
n,φ + λp,in,φ)2

s.to
¯
pgn,φ ≤ p̃

g
n,φ ≤ p̄

g
n,φ. (5.53)

The minimizer of (5.53) is expressed as

p̃g,i+1
n,φ =

[
ρ(pg,in,φ + λp,in,φ)− bn,φ

2an,φ + ρ

]p̄gn,φ
¯
pgn,φ

(5.54)

where [x]x̄
¯
x := max{

¯
x,min{x, x̄}}. The entries of q̃gn and ṽn are similarly found as

q̃g,i+1
n,φ =

[
qg,in,φ + λq,in,φ

]q̄gn,φ
¯
qgn,φ

(5.55)

ṽi+1
n,φ =

[∑
k∈Cn(v̂ik,φ + λ̂v,ik,φ) + vin,φ + λv,in,φ

|Cn|+ 1

]v̄n
¯
vn

. (5.56)

The entries of p̃dn are obtained as the solutions of unconstrained univariate convex quadratic
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programs as

p̃d,i+1
n,φ =

1

2

pd,in,φ + λd,in,φ + dn,φ +
∑

m∈Mn,φ

eim + µin,φ

 . (5.57)

The optimizations involved in updating the consensus power flow variables {P̃n, Q̃n}n∈N+

decouple across phases. The consensus power flow variables {(P̃n,φ, Q̃n,φ)}φ∈Pn,n∈N+ are

updated by solving the problems for all φ ∈ Pn and n ∈ N+:

min
P̃n,φ,Q̃n,φ

(P̃n,φ − P̆ in,φ)2 + (Q̃n,φ − Q̆in,φ)2 (5.58)

s.to P̃ 2
n,φ + Q̃2

n,φ ≤ S̄2
n

where P̆ in,φ := 1
2(P in,φ + P̂ in,φ + λP,in,φ + λ̂P,in,φ), and Q̆in,φ := 1

2(Qin,φ + Q̂in,φ + λQ,in,φ + λ̂Q,in,φ).

Resorting to the KKT conditions for (5.58) shows that its minimizers are

P̃ i+1
n,φ := min

 S̄n√
(P̆ in,φ)2 + (Q̆in,φ)2

, 1

 P̆ in,φ (5.59a)

Q̃i+1
n,φ := min

 S̄n√
(P̆ in,φ)2 + (Q̆in,φ)2

, 1

 Q̆in,φ. (5.59b)

The substation power flows are updated as the solution to

min
P̃0,Q̃0

‖P̃0 − P̆i
0‖22 + ‖Q̃0 − Q̆i

0‖22 (5.60)

s.to (1>P̃0)2 + (1>Q̃0)2 ≤ S̄2
f

where P̆i
0 := Pi

0 + λP,i0 and Q̆i
0 := Qi

0 + λQ,i0 . The minimizers of (5.60) can be computed in

closed-form as shown in the ensuing proposition.

Proposition 8. The optimal solution of problem (5.60) is

P̃i+1
0 := P̆i

0 −max

{
1−

S̄f
Σ
, 0

}
11>P̆i

0

3
(5.61a)

Q̃i+1
0 := Q̆i

0 −max

{
1−

S̄f
Σ
, 0

}
11>Q̆i

0

3
(5.61b)
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Algorithm 9 Decentralized multi-period microgrid energy management

1: Initialize e0
m = 0 for all m

2: for i = 0, 1, . . . do (parallel across all buses)
3: Bus n solves (5.50) or (5.51) to obtain xi+1

n and x̂i+1
n

4: Bus n solves (5.52) via Algorithm 5 to update ei+1
m for m ∈Mn

5: Bus n updates z̃i+1
n from (5.53)–(5.57), (5.59), and (5.61)

6: Bus n updates Lagrange multipliers by (5.47c)
7: end for

where Σ :=
√

(1>P̆i
0)2 + (1>Q̆i

0)2.

Proof of Prop. 8. The Lagrangian function of the convex problem in (5.60) readsL(P̃0, Q̃0, ν) =

‖P̃0− P̆i
0‖22 + ‖Q̃0− Q̆i

0‖22 + ν
[
(1>P̃0)2 + (1>Q̃0)2 − S̄2

f

]
. Because (5.60) satisfies Slater’s

condition (e.g., for P̃0 = Q̃0 = 0), strong duality holds [15]. If (P̃∗0, Q̃
∗
0, ν
∗) are the optimal

primal/dual variables, Lagrangian optimality yields:

P̃∗0 − P̆i
0 + ν∗11>P̃∗0 = 0 (5.62a)

Q̃∗0 − Q̆i
0 + ν∗11>Q̃0 = 0. (5.62b)

Premultiplying both sides of (5.62a)–(5.62b) by 1> results in:

1>P̃∗0 =
1>P̆i

0

1 + 3ν∗
and 1>Q̃∗0 =

1>Q̆i
0

1 + 3ν∗
. (5.63)

Complementary slackness yields ν∗
[
(1>P̃∗0)2 + (1>Q̃∗0)2 − S̄2

f

]
= 0, which from (5.63) and

dual feasibility provides

ν∗ = 0 or ν∗ =
1

3

(√
(1>P̆i

0)2 + (1>Q̆i
0)2/S̄f − 1

)
. (5.64)

The claim follows from primal feasibility, (5.62), and (5.64).

To implement the second step of ADMM, bus n gathers its copies (P̂n, Q̂n) from its parent,

{v̂k}k∈Cn from all its children, and the total charging load {
∑

m∈Mn,φ
ekm}φ∈Pn of all the

connected EVs as presented in Fig. 5.4b. Then bus n updates z̃n according to (5.53)–(5.57),

(5.59), and (5.61).

In the third step of our ADMM-based scheme, the Lagrange multipliers are updated according
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to (5.47c), i.e., every multiplier is equal to its previous value plus the most recent constraint

violation. The overall information exchange for the devised algorithm is depicted in Fig. 5.4,

while the charging protocol is summarized as Algorithm 9.

5.4 Numerical Tests

Performance of our local reactive power control protocols, and ADMM-based distributed micro-

grid energy management schemes was evaluated using the IEEE benchmark systems.

5.4.1 Simulations for Local Reactive Power Control

The voltage regulation schemes presented earlier were evaluated using the IEEE 13-bus feeder,

the IEEE 123-bus feeder, and a Southern California Edison (SCE) 47-bus feeder [39], [104].

Solar generation data from the Smart* project and from August 24, 2011 were used [8]. Unless

otherwise stated, active power injections were kept fixed over the reactive control period, and PV

reactive injections were initialized to zero. Single-phase grids were obtained upon modifying

multi-phase grids as in [67]. The global minimizer of (5.18) was obtained using MATLAB and

it served as a benchmark. The first experiment simulated an over-voltage scenario on the IEEE

13-bus feeder. The IEEE 13-bus grid exhibits κ(X) = 716. Simulating a severe over-voltage

violation in the transmission network, the feeder voltage magnitude was set to 1.07 p.u., while

the voltage regulator was removed from the system. A 52% PV penetration level was assumed

for all buses apart from buses 4, 8, 9, and 12. Loads were fixed to 80% of their peak value, and

reactive costs were set to cn = 0.0125cent/kVar& h for all n.

Three reactive power control rules were tested: (i) the proximal gradient method (PGM)

of (5.28); (ii) the proximal gradient method with diagonal scaling (DPGM) in (5.32); and the

accelerated proximal gradient method (APGM) of (5.33). The squared voltage magnitudes

obtained at three buses are illustrated in Fig. 5.5. For all control rules, the step size was

conservatively set to µ = 0.1/λmax(X). Figure 5.5 demonstrates that APGM has an obvious

four-fold speedup advantage over PGM and DPGM. Diagonal scaling does not exhibit any

convergence rate advantage over PGM. The latter could be attributed to the fact that the diagonal

entries of X have similar values; hence, matrices X and D1/2XD1/2 with D = diag(diag(X))

have similar condition numbers. On a different note and as expected, the minimizer of (5.26)

does not guarantee small voltage magnitude deviations across all buses: Buses 12-13 exhibit
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Figure 5.5: Voltages for buses 2, 12, and 13, in the IEEE 13-bus feeder.

small deviations, but the voltage magnitude of bus 2 converges to 1.03.

The second experiment involved the SCE 47-bus grid with κ(X) = 16, 470 [39]. The

capacitor located on bus 32 was ignored. Loads were set to 80% of their peak value with a power

factor of 0.8. Five PV generators generating 60% of their capacity were located on buses 13,

17, 19, 23, 24. Distributed PVs with 50% penetration level were further installed on buses 11,

12, 14, 22, 25, 33, 38, 39, 41. The relative cost value error attained by (5.26) using the optimal

µ = 1/λmax(X) is depicted in Fig. 5.6. Apparently, the novel scheme converged at least six to

ten times faster than its alternatives.

We further tested the accuracy of the linearized model over the full AC model calculated

using the forward-backward algorithm [68]. Voltage magnitudes obtained from PGM and APGM

with µ = 0.1/λmax(X) are presented in Fig. 5.7. The curves suggest that the linearized model

of (5.3) offers a good approximation.

To evaluate the control schemes on more realistic conditions, the third experiment used the

IEEE 123-bus grid and it also entailed a topology reconfiguration: After twenty control periods

(algorithm iterations), the switch between buses 97 and 197 opened, while the switch between

buses 151 and 300 closed. Renewable (PV) generation units were located on buses 32, 51, 64,

76, 80, 93, and 114, with capacities 60, 60, 120, 80, 30, 100, and 80 kVA, respectively. The
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Figure 5.6: Convergence performance for the SCE 47-bus using the optimal µ.
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Figure 5.8: Voltages for buses 9, 105, and 149, for the IEEE 123-bus feeder.

condition number for this feeder is κ(X) = 20, 677. Figure 5.8 presents the squared voltage

magnitudes over three representative buses and for µ = 0.1/λmax(X). Three observations are

in order. First, note that the convergence guarantees for all three control schemes hold for any

feasible initialization point. Theoretically, a topology change could potentially delay APGM

since the parameters βt in (5.33) are time-increasing. According to the curves, the topology

change does not affect significantly the convergence rate of any of the algorithms. Second, the

APGM scheme exhibits superior convergence properties over the PGM rule. Third, compared to

the experiments on the IEEE 13-bus and the SCE 47-bus feeders, the longer convergence period

can be attributed to the larger size of the feeder.

To evaluate the findings of Section 5.2.3, the control rule described by the iterations in (5.42)

was tested on the multi-phase IEEE 13-bus system. Loads and PV penetration were selected

as in the single-phase experiment presented earlier. The feeder voltage magnitude was fixed

to 1, while the step size was set to µ = λmin

(
Λ−1/2U>(X + X>)UΛ−1/2

)
. Squared voltage

magnitude profiles obtained from (5.42) are plotted in Fig. 5.9. Voltages were calculated using

both the linearized model and the full AC model at every iteration. Verifying the findings of [40],

the curves indicate that the approximation is quite precise. The control rule converged within 40

iterations. Tests conducted with smaller step sizes exhibited slower convergence, whereas the
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Figure 5.9: Voltage profiles obtained using (5.42) in the original IEEE 13-bus grid.

scheme diverged for a step size µ ≥ 3.1λmin

(
Λ−1/2U>(X + X>)UΛ−1/2

)
.

Finally, the approximation error incurred by the linearized multi-phase grid model in (5.8)

was also examined. The full AC power flow model was solved using the forward-backward

sweep algorithm [68]. The approximation error was numerically evaluated by varying active

loads from 0.4 to 1.4 times the original peak load while maintaining the power factor constant.

The maximum error and the maximum relative error in voltage magnitudes over all phases and

buses are shown in Figs.5.10a and 5.10c, respectively for the IEEE 13-bus and the 123-bus

feeders. The voltage approximation error is less than 4 · 10−3 pu. Figures 5.10b and 5.10d depict

the maximum relative errors in apparent power flows, which are within 3%.

5.4.2 Simulations for Multi-period Energy Management

Algorithm 9 was first tested using the unbalanced IEEE 13-bus feeder [56]. Voltage magnitudes

were constrained within [
¯
v, v̄] = [0.97, 1.03] pu and the feeder voltage was set to 1 pu. The

cost of energy drawn from the main grid was f0(P0) :=
∑

φ f0,φ(P0,φ), where f0,φ(P0,φ) :=

a0,φP
2
0,φ + b0,φP0,φ, a0,φ = 0.1$/(MW)2h, and b0,φ = 16 $/MWh for all three phases φ. Two

distributed generators were located at buses 2 and 13. Their generation costs had the same
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Figure 5.11: Convergence performance for the IEEE 13-bus feeder.

functional form as f0(P0) with coefficients an,φ = 0.1 $/(MW)2h, and bn,φ = 8 $/MWh for

all three phases φ and n = 2, 13. Forty eight EVs were being charged on phases b and c of bus 6

and phase a of bus 13 (16 EVs per location) resulting in a total of 23,328 variables for T = 96

time slots. SeDuMi and Algorithm 9 converged to the optimal cost of $744.76 within 454 sec

and 4.76 sec, respectively. The convergence of the objective in (5.45) shown in Fig. 5.11a and

the evolution of oip/T
√
N and oid/T

√
N shown in Fig. 5.11b demonstrate that Algorithm 9

converged within 350 iterations. Elaborating on the running time, the average running time for

solving the vehicle scheduling subproblem (5.52) using Algorithm 5 was 8.6 · 10−3 sec, and the

average time spent on the remaining ADMM updates was 5 ·10−3 sec. The overall computational

efficiency of Algorithm 9 is due to the closed-form updates and the use of Algorithm 5 to tackle

(5.52).

To evaluate the scalability of Algorithm 9, vehicle numbers were increased to 24 on phase

b of bus 6, 24 on phase c of bus 6, and 20 on phase a of bus 13. For this setup, SeDuMi and

Algorithm 9 reached the optimal cost of $748.98 in 713 sec and 4.80 sec, respectively. The

average running time for tackling (5.52) using Algorithm 5 took 8.7 · 10−3 sec, and the average

time spent on the remaining ADMM updates was 5 · 10−3 sec as before. For a total of 350

iterations, the total running time for Algorithm 9 was 4.8 sec, slightly larger than the previous

case.
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Figure 5.12: Convergence performance for the IEEE 123-bus feeder.

Due to the flexibility of EV loads to be served at night, no voltage constraint was active

during the previous experiments. To test the effect of network constraints, the generation cost

at bus 13 was increased by setting a13,φ = 2$/(MW)2h, and b13,φ = 16 $/MWh for all three

phases φ. Moreover, the capacitor at the same bus was removed. The result was additional active

power flowing from the feeder bus thus causing undervoltage scenarios. Sixteen vehicles were

assumed on phases b and c of bus 6 and phase a of bus 13. SeDuMi and Algorithm 9 converged

to the optimal cost of $881.44 in 562 sec and 12 sec (700 iterations), respectively. The voltage

magnitude on phase c of bus 13 was reaching the lower limit of 0.97 pu from time slot 6 to 38.

Without considering network constraints, the voltage magnitude on phase c of bus 13 would drop

to 0.96 pu, and the total cost would decrease to $861.15.

Algorithm 9 was also tested on the larger unbalanced IEEE 123-bus feeder [56]. Fifteen

DG units were placed in the system; while 5, 10, 15, 25 and 5 vehicles were being charged

on buses 3, 15, 64, 82, and 102, respectively. In this feeder scenario, SeDuMi was unable

to handle the 182,880 variables involved over T = 96 slots. The cost convergence and the

convergence of oip/T
√
N and oid/T

√
N are shown in Fig. 5.12. The optimum cost of $849.43

was attained in 2,000 iterations. The average running times for (5.52) and for the remaining

ADMM subproblems were 8.4 · 10−3 sec and 4.7 · 10−3 sec, respectively, resulting in 26 sec for

Algorithm 9 to converge.



Chapter 6

Summary and Future Directions

Leveraging recent advances in machine learning and large-scale optimization, the present thesis

contributes to the development of a scalable computational framework for learning power

system states and topologies, coordinating EV load controllers, and managing spatiotemporally

distributed microgrid resources. To conclude this thesis, a summary of its main results and

possible directions for future research are provided in this final chapter.

6.1 Thesis Summary

Chapter 2 dealt with real-time power system monitoring (estimation and forecasting) by building

on data-driven DNN advances. Prox-linear nets were developed for PSSE, that combine NNs

with traditional physics-based optimization approaches. Deep RNNs were also introduced

for power system state forecasting from historical (estimated) voltages. Our model-specific

prox-linear net based PSSE is easy-to-train, and computationally inexpensive. The proposed

RNN-based forecasting accounts for the long-term nonlinear dependencies in the voltage time-

series, enhances PSSE, and offers situational awareness ahead of time. Numerical tests on

the IEEE 57- and 118-bus benchmark systems using real load data illustrate the merits of our

developed approaches relative to existing alternatives.

Turning attention to topology monitoring, Chapter 3 advocated topology identification of

meshed grids by accounting for nonlinear relationships present among time-courses of power-

related quantities measured at different buses. These dependencies were captured through

nonlinear partial correlations that rely on the multi-kernel based nonlinear functions of the

100
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aforementioned time-courses obtained via `p-norm regularized regressions. For efficient im-

plementation, the projection-free Frank-Wolfe iterations were invoked to solve the emerging

`p-norm constrained optimization problems. The novel solver features closed-form updates and

guaranteed fast convergence. The generalized nonlinear model was subsequently applied to the

power grid topology inference application. Simulated tests on the IEEE 14-bus benchmark show-

case improved computational efficiency of the projection-free solver, and increased identification

accuracy of the proposed grid topology inference scheme.

Leveraging the obtained grid topology and states information, optimal load control and mi-

crogrid management schemes were designed. Given that optimal EV charging scales unfavorably

with the fleet size and the number of control periods, a decentralized charging protocol based

on the Frank-Wolfe method was developed in Chapter 4. Based on numerical tests, the novel

charging protocol converged 100 times faster than a competing alternative, while its closed-form

updates pose minimal computing requirements to vehicle controllers. To account for random

cyber delays, an asynchronous variant was also devised based on our randomized block Frank-

Wolfe method. This randomized block-coordinate protocol was shown to converge at sublinear

rates upon using our judiciously devised step-size sequences.

To respect voltage limits, while coping with limited communication capabilities in microgrids,

communication-free reactive power control schemes were developed in the first part of Chapter 5.

For balanced distribution grids, localized (un)constrained schemes were analyzed, while a control

scheme based on proximal gradient method was developed. Its computational complexity is

comparable to that of the control rule suggested by the IEEE 1547.8 standard [55], yet it enjoys

precise convergence guarantees. Adding memory to the control rule further yielded a significantly

faster voltage regulation scheme. For unbalanced distribution grids, a linear approximation

model revealed a counter-intuitive inter-phase coupling. Based on the properties of the involved

matrices, the developed reactive power control rule converges to a well-defined equilibrium point.

Numerical tests on benchmark feeders illustrate the superiority of the accelerated scheme over

diagonal scaling, and the resilience of all novel schemes against topology reconfigurations.

To further incorporate active power control and enforce feeder transformer limits, microgrid

energy management accounting for both DG units and adjustable EV loads was dealt with in the

second part of Chapter 5. To achieve scalability, an ADMM-based solver was built leveraging

an approximate grid model. The solver features closed-form updates and incorporates the

vehicle charging protocol devised in Chapter 4. Numerical tests using real-world data verify the
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optimality and efficiency of the proposed decentralized schemes.

6.2 Future Research

The results in this thesis open up interesting directions for a number of future research topics,

including those dealing with deep learning of grid topologies and online management of spa-

tiotemporally distributed resources. Next, we briefly discuss a couple of topics per subject that

we pursue currently.

• Neural network based PC for topology identification. In Chapter 3, MKL is adopted to

select the optimal kernel(s) from the linear span of a dictionary of prespecified kernels [72].

Nonetheless, the MKL-based approach may not reliably give performance improvements

over baseline methods that use simply the best single base kernel [72, 23]. In addition to

kernels, NNs can also be employed to capture nonlinear relationships between data [46].

As demonstrated in Chapter 2, the DNN based approaches exhibit improved performance

relative to the state-of-the-art methods in state estimation and forecasting. In the context

of topology identification, we will develop NN-based PCs, which rely on a neural network

to predict x̂i|\ij based on {xn}n∈\ij . Furthermore, we will compare the performance of

NN-based PCs with that of MKL-based PCs in terms of identification accuracy.

• Multi-task DNNs for joint inference of grid topology and power system states. For

power grids with unknown breaker status [80], both topology identification and state

estimation need to be performed to ensure the secure and economical operation of grids.

In this context, joint grid topology and state vector inference, a.k.a., generalized state esti-

mation (GSE), has been formulated as a mixed-integer nonlinear program [80]. However,

conventional optimization-based GSE solvers including mixed-integer programming are

time consuming [80, 65], which hampers running GSE in real time. Learning-based GSE

via autoencoders has been explored in [82], where the grid topology is identified using an

autoencoder-based classifier, while the states are estimated by a different NN. The DNNs

therein are trained using historical data and simulated samples. However, such a scheme

not only suffers from the inferior performance of autoencoders, but also overlooks the

state-topology coupling. To enhance performance, our idea is to develop a multi-task DNN

that performs classification and regression simultaneously, building on the prox-linear
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net developed in Chapter 2 and our recent work on image segmentation via multi-task

DNNs [126]. The novel multi-task model will merit a shared DNN module that extracts

features for two different tasks, namely identifying the topology and estimating the power

system states.

• Load balancing in multi-phase microgrids. The problem (5.45) formulated in Chapter 5

dispatches (re)active power injections under common physical limitations of microgrids.

Nonetheless, it does not enforce the phase load to be balanced. As pointed out in [115], the

unbalanced charging loads on different phases will cause load imbalance at the substation,

which is generally undesirable in power system operation, and may even cause motor

damage from excessive heat. Although load balancing constraints are pertinent, they

will complicate our problem formulation significantly. Specifically, enforcing power

flows across phases to be approximately equal will render the problem nonconvex in the

bidirectional power flow scenario. To cope with such nonconvexity, we will introduce

auxiliary binary variables to reformulate the load balancing constraints as mixed-integer

inequalities. Though the reformulated constraints are still nonconvex, our idea is to tackle

them efficiently using Bender’s decomposition [94, 119]. To derive scalable dispatch

schemes, while respecting the nonconvex load balancing constraints, we will combine

Bender’s decomposition with our ADMM-Frank-Wolfe (FW) solver devised in Chapter 5.

We further expect that such a hybrid ADMM-FW approach will have broader impact by

offering an efficient solver for the subproblems arising from Bender’s decomposition.

• Online management under spatio-temporal constraints. The developed ADMM-FW

solver in Chapter 5 requires all DGs and EVs to negotiate with the scheduler at the be-

ginning of a control horizon. However, this presumption may not be satisfied for cases

in which the charging needs are revealed to the scheduler in an online manner. Without

considering network constraints, an ad-hoc real-time EV scheduling scheme is devised in

Chapter 4; see also [101] for centralized online vehicle charging. However, it is not clear

how to generalize such schemes to (5.45) due to the presence of spatially coupled con-

straints (5.45b)–(5.45d) and (5.45i), as well as the temporally coupled constraints (5.45j).

Accounting for the randomness associated with DGs and EV arrivals in (5.45), we will

investigate optimal online implementations of the proposed ADMM-FW scheme [128]

based on the online ADMM [112], and online FW [50] algorithms.
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